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Abstract
The Changing Economic Function Of The Lower Naugatuck River Valley
A Guide To The Future
Edward William Hill
Submitted to the Department of Urban Studies and Planning in
May, 1976, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of Master of City Planning.
This thesis examines a series of industrial towns in southwestern
Connecticut. The towns have been seen as a functional region through
recent history and they are often collectively refered to as the
Valley. The Valley is somewhat typical of the cities that grew in
New England during the industrial revolution. The thesis examines the
historical development of the region,presents its current economic
structure and describes its function in the larger economy of Southern
Connecticut. It is hypothesized that the Valley has three specialized
functions: (l)The four towns have retained their traditional role as
a manufacturing center, but local manufacturing jobs are not the only
alternative that is open to local job seekers. (2)The Valley has
developed into a blue collar residential district that serves the
Southern Connecticut region and (3) a portion of the Valley serves as
a white collar residential suburb to Bridgeport's industrial zone.
The thesis analyzes data to demonstrate the validity of those
hypotheses. The last section outlines a planning strategy that
could be used to begin planning for the Valley's economic devrelopment.
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5I. Introduction
The economic purpose of many of the small 19th Century
manufacturing towns that are scattered throughout the Northeast
is changing; but no one is sure of the role that is evolving for
these towns in 20th Century metropolitan America. In this paper a
group af four factory towns is examined, the towns are located in
the Uawer Naugatuck River Valley (often referred to as"the Valley") 1 ,
and an assessment of how the Valley towns have adapted to the external
pressrcs af changing regional specialization is made. The thesis
ism corncrned with analyzing demographic and industrial trends to
srve as a guide which the Valley communities can use to direct their
comoiamizcr development planning efforts.
The: Valley is a small region within the state of Connecticut.
It has a ang history as a self-contained industrial region, with the
majority of its residents working within the Valley's borders (The
Valley has interacted with other towns only over the last
thirty years). This image has become institutionalized over time
through governmental boards and agencies and various social
organizations, such as radio station and newspaper orientation, sports
rivalries,etc. This institutionalization has limited'the area with which
Valley officials are concerned and it has also lead people inside and
outside the Valley to view the region as being socially homogenous.
The desire for self-contained development may be an outdated
concept now that the Valley is part of a larger economic organism,
the Southern Connecticut region and megapolitan New York. The Valley
has the highest unemployment rate in the state, the old factories
that lie along the river banks are an':iquated, and almost ha2f of
the resident population commutes outside of the Valley to find work.
To insure the Valley's continued social well-being local officials
must be able to anticipate the impact that market forces will have on
the Valley and use those forces to provide for expanded opportunities
for local residents.
If the Valley is now part of a larger economic region it is
important to examine the role that the area plays within that larger
region. Is it still a specialized manufacturing district, with
the resident population being solely interested in local production
employment? If this is true then officials should pursue a single-
minded policy of encouraging local manufacturing jobs. But if the
Valley is socially and economically differentiated a larger range of
planning objectives may be pursued.
It is hypothesized that the Valley is no longer a "mill
town". It has become incorporated into the larger regional economy of
Southern Connecticut and the Valley has developed three distinct
roles within this larger economy:(l) The four towns have retained
their traditional role as a manufacturing center, but local manufactur-
ing jobs are not the only alternative that is open to local job
seekers. (2)The Valley has developed into a blue collar residential
district that serves the Southern Connecticut region. (3) A portion
of the Valley serves as a white collar residential suburb to
Bridgeport's industrial zone.
Each of the hypothesized relationships is discussed in
the thesis. The second section is an examination of the history
of development in the Valley, which highlights the physical layout
of the towns and the capital stock that has remained over time. The
third section describes the Valley's demographic and housing
characteristics, so that the Valley's image as a socially homogenous
area can be tested. The fourth section directly addresses the first
two hypotheses, this is followed by a description of the social areas
that make up the Valley.
II. The Valley
The Lower Naugatuck River Valley is formed by the Naugatuck
and Housatonic Rivers in Southwestern Connecticut and the towns of
Ansonia, Derby, Seymour and Shelton lie within the region's boundries.
These towns have long been identified as a seperate,albeit small,
region. The Valley is located between three Standard Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (SMSAs),Bridgeport,New Haven, and Waterbury (see
Maps 1 and 2).2
The Valley is one of the oldest manufacturing areas in the
state, with manufacturing plants first opening in 1830, and the
residents of the area have long felt that they are, or at least should
be, independent of the rest of Southwestern Connecticut for jobs and
services. This attitude may be found in many of New England's older
manufacturing towns and the attitude often bounds the approaches
local officials take in economic development planning. This attitude
would-be justified if these towns were competitive with other sites
for modern industrial activities, but they are the ones that have
been hurt the most by the secular shift in the location of new
manufacturing plants, away from the Northeast, and by the shift in
the relative composition of output, toward service industries and
light weight-high value consumer products.
The shifts that have taken place nationally have left the
older "mill towns" of the Northeast with serious unemployment problems.
The Valley region has had one of the highest unemployment rates in
the state during the early 1970s, but in the Fall of 1974 disaster
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struck, the area's largest employer w.s bombed and the firm stopped
operating. This calamity was compounded by the sever economic
downturn, which resulted in the Valle,, having the largest unenployment
rate in the state, 23%!
The Valley is the last in a series of industrial towns
that have developed along the banks of the Naugatuck River. The
immediate begining of the industrialized river valley is located in
the towns of Torrington and New Britian. Waterbury is directly
downriver from Torrington. It was at one time the center of the New
England brass and copper industries, with the local headquarters of
Andaconda and Scovill located within the city limits. Uniroyal,
which was once the U.S. Rubber Company, operates chemical and rubber
footwear plants in Naugatuck and Beacon Falls. Below Beacon Falls is
the nortnern-most Valley town,Seymour, which is the home of New Haven
Copper, Bridgeport Brass, and the Kerite Cable Company. The corporate
headquarters of Farrel-Birmingham is located in Ansonia, the town
also has an Andaconda Copper Company plant (Andaconda gave up their
second mill in Ansonia over a decade ago).3 Derby has a Farrel-
Birmingham plant and many small stamping and plastics companies.
The southern-most town in the Valley is Shelton, where the Sponge
Rubber Products division of B.F. Goodrich was located (this plant was
sold to a privately owned company and destroyed by bombing). Shelton
has developed a broad industrial base in instruments, fabricated
metals and machinery.
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The physical development of the Valley followed a pattern
that is common to towns that emerged in response to the pressures
of 19th Century industrialization. Each town is dominated by one, or
a very few, large factories and the town's life revolved around those
plants. The factories were usually located along a waterway that
provided power. The area near the plant was built up with housing;
three deckers and "blocks" are fairly ubiquitous in the old
neighborhoods. These towns often had large amounts of vacant land
that was beyond walking distance to the plants, which was left
for farming. In the Valley this farm land was located in the valley
formed by the Housatonic River, except in Derby and Shelton where
the river bank of the Housatonic was industrialized from the old
port area to the dam that is located below Indian Well in Shelton.
Currently "the Valley has a number of extremely large
employers involved in heavy manufacturing activities. Without
exception,, these operations are housed in older, congested, poorly
located facilities. These industries were established prior to
the present day reliance on highway transport. They have access to
rail and are generally located on river banks and immediately
adjacent to residential areas."4 These sites no longer offer large
production cost savings. The rivers cannot be used as cheap
dumping greunds for industrial waste and it is no longer a major
source of power (only one Valley plant uses its own hydro-electric
generating equipment). A small number of the plants' employees
come from the surrounding neighborhoods. The description of the
Valley's older "downtowns" does not differ significantly from that
of other factory towns.
Historical Overview of The Valley's Economic Development
Each of the Valley towns entered the industrialization
process at different times but the experience has come to a common
end point. The population statistics indicate that each of the towns
has gone through four phases of population growth (see Table 1).
Each phase was based on a distinct form of economic activity, and
they mirror the pattern that has existed throughout non-metropolitan
New England.5
Prior to 1830 the Valley was an agricultural area. The
only industry present was located in Derby, where ship building and
water based trade were important activities from 1657 until 1868,
and Seymour, where the nation's first large woolen mill was
established in 1806 and the auger industry was begun in 1810.6
The majority of the village residents were subsistance farmers or
fishermen.7
The Valley's industrialization began in 1836. Anson G.
Phelps and Sheldon Smith established a copper mill on the west
bank of the Naugatuck in Derby, which was named Birmingham. In
1838 John Howe moved his pin-making machine to Birmingham. The
industrialists tried to establish a seperate township there and
take the land from Derby, but they were unsuccessful. In 1845 Phelps
picked up his factories and moved them upriver to a spot he could
call his own, Ansonia.
The villages were still small; in 1870 Ansonia was the
Table 1
Population Growth In
1870 To 1970
The Valley
ANSONIA
number %
change
YEAR
1970
1960
1950
1940
1930
1920
1910
1900
1890
1880
1870
6.8
5.9
- 2.6
- 3.5
12.8
16.4
19.5
22.6
168.3
40.2
DERBY
number %
change
12;599
12,132
10,259
10 , 287
10 ,788
11,238
8,991
7,930
4,413
3,026
3.8
18.3
- 0.3
- 4.6
- 4.0
25.0
13.4
79.7
45.8
SEYMOUR
number %
change
12,776
10,100
7,832
6,754
6,890
26.5
29.0
16.0
- 2.0
SHELTON
number %
change
27,165 49.3
18,190 43.3
12,694 15.7
10,971 8.5
10,113 6.7
9,475 97.1
4,807 69.4
2,837 45.3
1,952
VALLEY
number %
change
73,700
60,241
49,491
47,222
47,689
22.3
21.7
4.8
- 0.9
source: U.S. Bureau of the Census: Census of Population; Vol 1;Characteristics Of The Population
1950,1960,1970; Part 8; Connecticut;Table 4"Population of Incorporated Places
of 10,000 or More From Earliest Census To 1950" and 1960 and 19'0 Census
21,160
19,819
18,706
19,210
19,898
17,643
15,152
12,681
10,342
3,855
2,749
15.
largest with a population of 2,749. That year also marked the
begining of the end of the Valley's traditional commercial base.
A dam was built across the Housatonic River to provide power for
Howe's machine, which was now located in Shelton, and to attract
other indusrialists to the town.!, The dam stopped the shad migration
and killed commercial fishing and other obstructions made the port
impassable.
The next decade marked the begining of the second phase
of development. The dam provided cheap power to industry and
manufacturing activity began to increase. The jump in manufacturing
was matched by a large increase in population which continued for
the next thirty years. "Downtowns" were built up, expanding from
the blocks that bordered town greens, along a Main Street strip
with factories erected at the ends of the street. 8
The decade between 1880 and 1890 saw the first major wave
of immigrants enter the Valley. Phelps brought in Irish workers,
refugees from the famines, to construct a dam that was used to
furnish power to his brass mills. These people settled in Ansonia
and more came as the town continued to industrialize (each of the
Valley towns began to industrialize at different times, which
coincided with the arrival of a different group of immigrants ).
Ansonia tripled in size between 1880 and 1900. A decade
later the push of industrialization began to be felt in Derby,
Shelton's growth mirrored Derby's but it was not on the same scale.
By 1910 the wave of industrialization, with accompanying population
increases, had reached its crest. Ansonia's population was 71.6%
of its present day size and Derby's was 71.4% of its current
population. The same cannot be said for the other two towns,
which did not industrialize to the extent that was experienced
by Ansonia and Derby. Seymour and Shelton had a great deal of
land available for farming. Differences in the amount of land that
was converted to "urban" uses in the initial push of industrialization
has had important repercussions on the current state of development
in the Valley. A large amount of Ansonia's buildable land was
developed before World War II,as Ansonia was the most heavily
populated of the four towns. A large hill and plateau on the east
side of the Naugatuck River formed the only sizable tract of
undeveloped land in Ansonia and Derby.
The industrialization of the Valley continued in a vigorous
fashion until the Great Depression. The twenties were a decade of
slow growth in Ansonia and Shelton, while Derby registered a
slight population decline. During the Depression and the war years
that followed the population decline spread throughout the Valley,
except for the city of Shelton. The towns that were most affected
were the older towns, Ansonia and Derby. The twenty year
period,1929 to 1949, marked the third stage of the Valley's
economic development. The growth of the industrialized sector was
slowing and the more rural areas began to register the largest
population increases. The 1960 Census confirmed that a population
shift had occurred within the Valley, although signs of the shift
had begun to appear in the 1950 Census.
The fourth phase of development began in 1950 and it
continues to evolve today. The Valley as a whole grew by 49%
during the 20 year period between 1950 and 1970, most of the growth
taking place in the 1950s. Ansonia grew by 13%, and
population growth was evenly distributed over both decades. Derby
grew by 23% but only 4% took place between 1960 and 1970. The
lion's share of the Valley's population increase occurred in
Shelton, 114%,and in Seymour, with an increase of 63%. The shift
in growth centers indicates that a change in the location of
economic activity could be underway.
Ansonia and Derby filled in most of their undeveloped land
in the 1950s with middle-income housing that was aided by
Veterans Administration and Federal Housing Administration loan
programs. At the same time outlying areas became more accessible
to the Valley's residents due to the opening of a major limited
access highway that connected all of the Valley towns, Route 8.
This highway greatly reduced travel time between the Valley and
other industrial areas, north to the Naugatuck-Waterbury region,
south to Bridgeport, and through connecting roads to New Haven
and Stratford-Milford. By 1960 the major elements of the Valley's
economic infrastructure were in place. The character of housing in
the various towns was determined, as were the locations of areas
in which expansion of the housing stock could take place. The
major arterials and forms of transportation were built and operating.
The Valley's major employers were well established and there is
little room for new, large scale, industrial activity.9
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Summary
The Valley's physical and social infrastructure have helped
determine the economic function that the region is currently
playing in Southern Connecticut's regional economy. The cost of
converting the existing capital stock to new uses, either public or
private, would be quite high and it has a long life ahead of it.For this
reason it cannot be assumed that there will be major changes in
the structural relationships that exist in the Valley.
The Valley has experienced four stages of development.
Initially the Valley was a rural agricultural area with a small
port. After the Civil War the Valley began to industrialize, with
the activity centered along the Naugatuck River. The turn of the
century found four, fairly independent, factory towns thriving on
the banks of the Naugatuck. The combined shock of the Great Depression
and the War led to a twenty year period of stagnation and
declining population. Recently the older towns have grown slowly
when compared to the other towns.
More detailed statistics must be examined if one is to
understand the current phase of the Valley's development. The
statistics depict the result of a historical process, in terms of
existing housing stock and the local resources that are available
to the Valley's basic industries. Three datasets will be investigated.
The demographic characteristics of the population and the status of
the housing stock will be used to map a social morphology of the four
Valley towns. Political boundries can then be transcended so
19
that spatially defined clusters, possessing similar characteristics,
can be analyzed. Employment statistics for the Valley will be examined.
The Valley's industrial structure will be analyzed first and the
occupations ot the residents will be j eviewed to see how they
match the jobs that are offered locally. In the final step of the
analysis the commuting patterns of the Valley's residents will
be presented. When the social morphology and the economic structure
are presented the answers to some of the questions that introduced
the paper will begin to emerge.
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III.. Spatial Differentiation Within The Valley:
An Examination of Changing Demographic Patterns
The hypothesis was presented that Valley residents are
involved in three distinct sets of economic activities. These
activities reflect the culmination of the Valley's historical
development. The four Valley towns developed at different times,
but only select parts of the Valley were involved in the early
push to industrialize (see Map 3). The Valley, therefore, is spatially
differentiated.10 The interaction between the Valley's historical
development and its current economic and social conditions has
caused economic activities to cluster, as related economic activities
tend to seek their own kind in an attempt to increase neighborhood
satisfaction and to minimize their operating costs. Economists call
these savings 'hgglomeration economied'.
Clustering leads to spatial differentiation on several
levels. There will be a difference in the relative growth rates and
the demographic characteristics between towns, with the sections
that are growing today being very different from those that were
dominant thirty years ago. It is also possible to define the
areal distribution of socio-economic groups using demographic
data. These data allow one to understand the similarities and
differences that exist within the Valley's borders, while ignoring
the artificial constraints of political boundries.
The 1930s and 1940s were years of minimal population
movement in the Valley. Ansonia's and Derby's populations decreased
21
Map 3
* Turn Of The Century Development rn
The Valley
Industrialized Area
SEYMOUR
ANSONIA
SHELTON
I-
by a small amount and the distribution of population between towns
was fairly stable. The current stage of development began in the
post war years. The new pattern was marked by a change in the
population growth rates of the various towns, with a parallel change
in the distribution of population between towns (see Tables 2 and
3). The older industrial areas have grown very little during the
past decade and Seymour and Shelton, the two towns that lagged in
the development of their industrial base during the early 1900s,are now
the fastest growing areas. Before 1950 Ansonia was the population and
geographic center of the Valley. Today Shelton has the largest
percentage of the Valley's population. From 1950 to 1970 Shelton
grew by 114% and Seymour by 63%. Together they accounted for 54%
11
of the Valley's population in 1970.
When an area stops growing many people believe that an
economic decline has set in. In the Valley this has not proven to
be true in an absolute sense. While new housing has attracted
some younger families to Seymour and Shelton it has not been at
the expense of Ansonia or Derby. Much of the population increase
appears to be due to the baby boom and migration from areas
outside the Valley (see Table 11 below for further information).
Housing has not been abandoned in the older sections of the Valley,
and it is the most tragic sign of decline- Growth has
just taken place elsewhere, while the older sections are
maintaining their current populations, or adding new families
very slowly (visual inspection indicates that there are some new
Table 2
Population Distribution In
The Valley: 1930 To 1970
Valley
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Ansonia
28.7
32.9
37.8
40.7
41.7
Derby
17.1
20.1
20.7
21.8
22.6
Seymour
17.3
16.8
15.8
14.3
14.4
source: calculated from Table 1.
Table 3
Population Change In The Valley
1950 To 1970
1960 to 1970
6.8
3.8
26.5
49.3
22.3
1950 to 1960 1950 to 1970
5.9
18.3
29.0
43.3
21.7
13.1
22.8
63.1
114.0
48.9
source: calculated from Table 1
Year
1970
1960
1950
1940
1930
Shelton
36.9
30.2
25.6
23.2
21.2
Town
ANSONIA
DERBY
SEYMOUR
SHELTON
VALLEY
apartment buildings, condominiums, and other forms of moderately
priced housing being developed in the older areas of the Valley).
History is partially responsible for the different growth rates. The
older areas were almost fully populated by 1950.12 When more
families began to move into the Valley the new families were forced
to "spill over" the edges to less developed neighborhoods. Another
reason for the differential growth rates is that the underdeveloped
areas of the Valley were the closest to other labor market areas
and they are serviced by efficient highways. The object of the
workers'commute would not necessarily be the downtown areas. By
locating on the Valley's periphery the commuters would be
minimizing their travel time and consuming a different stream of
housing services than they would be if they lived nearer to the
Valley's core. These neighborhoods could be attracting a consumer
who is interested in a different package of housing services.
The shift in the Valley's population growth
centers has not been accompanied by major differences in the
demographic makeup of the four towns(i.e. age, sex or race, see
Table 4). There has been a slight shift in the age structure of
the population over the past twenty years. A major portion of the
change in demographic patterns over time may be due to national
trends. While all of the towns have had increases in the size of
their dependent populations Seymour and Shelton have had a larger
increase in the portion of their population that is less than 18
years of age, while Ansonia and Derby have a larger portion of
elderly res. c:nts. If the trend continues Derby and Ansonia will
Table 4
The Valley's Demographic Characteristics
1950 To 1970
% 0-17 years
32.9
31.4
35.1
37.2
32.2
34.6
35.3
35.9
25.8
25.5
Year
1970 Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
% 18-64 years
56.2
58.1
56.9
55.0
56.6
55.6
55.1
55.3
65.0
65.4
na
64.4
% 65+ years
10.9
10.5
8.0
7.8
11.2
9.8
9.6
8.8
9.2
9.1
na
8.1
na, not available
sources: U.S. Bureau Of The Census:Census Of Population;Vol 1; Characteristics Of The Population,
1970, 1960, 1970, Part 8, Connecticut;"Social Characteristics for Towns and Places of
10,000 to 50,000".
9.7
1.5
0.4
0.7
7.1
1.2
0.2
0.5
7.4
0.9
na
0.6
1960
1950
City
na
% Black
27.5
26
have a larger dependent population to support in the future. But
as the young age they will contribute to the economic well
being of their towns by renting or owning a home and contribut-
ing to the tax base. The younger people will have a higher level
of spending then the dependent elderly and they will be able
to support a larger number of commercial institutions and jobs.
This trend should not be over-emphasized in the short term. The
maximum difference between the towns' population that is
older than 64 years of age is only 3%. The older towns are
keeping their young people.
Residents of the Valley had fairly uniform
incomes in 1950 but a larger disparity in the median incomes of
the towns has begun to emerge over time (see Table 5).13 In
1960 there was only a $300 a year difference in the median
incomes of the towns that were ranked first and last. By 1970
that gap had increased to $1,500. Seymour was the wealthiest
town in 1950 but the other towns were close behind (the standard
deviation is only $103) . It is interesting to note that Seymour
had the lowest median income in the 1960 Census. In 1970
Seymour's median income was substantially higher than that of
the older towns. The median incomes may indicate that in 1950 the
Valley towns shared a common range of skills -and job oppotunities,
but it is apparent that the picture has begun to change as the
Valley entered the fourth stage of its development. In 1950
Shelton had the lowest median income but in 1960 the town began
Table 5
Median Income And Poverty Statistics
For The Valley Towns: 1950, 1960, 1970
Median Income For Families
Town
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Mean
Standard
Deviation
1970
10,571
11,264
11,721
12,099
11,452
570
1960
6,180
6,181
6,143
6,489
6,267
141
Percent Of Families With incomes That Are Less Than Or Equal
To 125% Of The Poverty Level In 1970
Percentage
7.4
7.7
3.9
5.4
source: U.S. Bureau Of The Census:Census Of Population;Characteristics Of The Population
1950
3,265
3,368
3,483
3,229
3,311
103
Town
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
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to deviate from the pattern that existed through the rest
of the Valley. In 1970 Seymour joined Shelton in exhibiting
a difference from the older towns.
Two additional pieces of data must be considered
before a definitive statement can be made about the possible
effects that the fourth stage of development has had on the
Valley towns. The poverty statistics for 1970 indicate that
specific sections of the Valley are retaining poor families and
they are clustered in the older towns. Unfortunately historical
data are not available on the portion of the population of
the various towns that have existed at, or below, the poverty
level. Seymour has the smallest portion of its population with
incomes that are within the officially definied poverty
standards, while Ansonia and Derby have the same portion of
their population living at the poverty level.
The fact that each of the Valley towns have families
living at the poverty level indicates that portions of each town
are similar in some respect, which may be due to the common
history of their development. Each town has a low rent, indus-
trialized, section and these sections still have the tenement
blocks that were erected over a half century ago,although the size
of the district varies from town to town. The areas that were
industrialized first have the largest portion of poor families
in their population. Ansonia and Derby were the first towns
to be developed and they have the oldest housing; at the same
time Shelton and Seymour have sections as old as the other
two towns. Each of the town centers is still industrialized,
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with older housing located a few blocks from the plants. The
industrialized sectors were roughly the same size in three
of the towns during the war years ; the difference in the
portion of a town's population that is poor may be attributed
to the wealth of the new residents. Seymour and Shelton grew
faster than Ansonia and Derby, they have been able to reduce
the portion of their population that is poor but not necessarily
the absolute number of poor that live within the city limits.
Household And Housing Characteristics
David Birch has described the impact that an increase in
the number of households has on housing markets. Nationally,
increases in the number of households has been matched by a
decrease in the population growth rate. This indicates that
the growth in the number of households is caused by a decline
in the average size of the household. While there is a
direct positive correlation between the increase in the number
of households and increases in population, the number of
households has grown at a faster rate. This figure, by itself,
does not say anything about the types of households that are
entering the Valley towns. It is important to find out how the
increase in the number of households is occuring in the
various towns and how it has influenced the Valley's social
morphology (see Table 6).
In 1950 the number of people per household was
approximately equal throughout the Valley, around 3.4. In 1960
Shelton began to distinguish itself, repeating the pattern that
has been identified earlier. The number of children per
household was highest in Shelton (actually Shelton's population
was able to maintain the rate that was established in 1950 while
the other Valley towns suffered a decline in the number of people
per household). The decline in the size of households was most
noticeable in Ansonia, reflecting the age of the city and the
limited room it had to expand its housing stock and attract
Table 6
The Valley's Household Characteristics:1950,1960,1970
Number of Households
1960
6,141
3,662
3,019
5,196
Persons Per Household
1960
3.19
3.30
3.33
3.42
% Change In The Number Of Households
1960
12.8
17.1
na
45.8
1950
5,443
2,926
na
3,563
1950
3.39
3.45
na
3.42
1950
24.5
34.0
na
116.9
,na, not available
source:U.S. Bureau Of The Census;Census of Population,Vol 1,Characteristics Of The Population
1950,1960,1970; Table: Social Characteristic for Town8 and Places of 10,000 to 50,000
1970
6,774
3,922
3,862
7,727
Year
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Year
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
1970
3.12
3.14
3.29
3.45
Year
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
1970
10.3
17.1
27.9
48.7
young families. In the 1970 Census Shelton showed an increase
in the size of the average household, while the other Valley
towns experienced further declines. The size of the average
household in Ansonia and Derby is noticeably lower than th E.t
in the rest of the Valley. Seymour is midway between the older
towns and Shelton.
The percent change in the number of households from
1950 to 1970 is greater than the change in raw population,
except in Shelton (compare Tables 3 and 6). This indicates
that in the older portions of the Valley the increase in the
number of families is probably due to a smaller number of
children in each family, the breakup of existing households
through death or divorce, and older couples retaining their
homes after their children have grown and left home. Seymour
lies between the older towns and Shelton in terms of the change
in the number of households. In the 1970 Census Seymour showed
a 28% increase in the number of households, when compared with
the results of the 1960 Census, and the town had 3.29 people
per family. Both of the figures are between those of Ansonia
and Shelton. It indicates that Seymour's older downtown is
going through the same social experiences as the older town,
while the out-lying sections of Seymour resemble Shelton.
Increases in the number of households in Shelton and Seymour
are caused by smaller family units in the older downtowns and
increases in the number of child rearing couples setting up
housekeeping on land that was used for farming before World
War II.
A composite photograph of the Valley's social morphology
has not yet been fully developed. The key element of housing
is missing. Housing has two functions in the urban enviornment.
The first is a shelter function, the minimum physical
requirements of life are all that fall into this category.
Housing also serves as a social signal, which is its most
important function in advanced societies. Rothenberg claims
that housing acts as a social anchor. It helps to define the
relative status of the family and, to a large extent, it determines
the class with which the family will associate.15 When a
family purchases a house the neighborhood characteristics and
other external features of the neighborhood are major quality
considerations that are part of the house's intrinsic value.
These features cover a range of public services, schools, taxes,
garbage removal and a long list of neighborhood specific
qualitative variables such as social status, friendship, and the
visual and physical qualities of the local environment. The
value and age of a town's housing stock will be used as a proxy
for neighborhood wealth and status. When people search for
housing they will try to find a living environment in which they
feel comfortable. Neighborhoods will try to erect legal and
social barriers to protect their territory and housing values.
The end result of this selection process will be a certain
amount of social homogeneity among the residents of the
neighborhood.
The age of the housing stock is very important in
that it identifies the time at which the various sections of
the Valley were opened for development. The fourth stage in
the Valley's economic evolution is marked by an increase in the
size of the housing stock and an expansion in the amount of
land that is devoted to housing. During the fourth stage
of development the Valley towns expanded from densely populated
clusters along the Housatonic and Naugatuck River valleys. Table
7 lists the age distribution of the Valley's housing stock.
It should be noted that most of the housing that is categorized
as being built before 1949 was actually erected before 1930,
not much housing was constructed during the Depression and War years
and the minor recession that followed the War. Therefore the
houses that were constructed before 1949 were erected either
before 1930 or from 1946 to 1949. The mid 1950s were boom
years in the local construction industry, with many housing
tracts being developed with Veterans Administration and
Federal Housing Administration mortgages. The end of the 1950s
and the early 1960s were depressed years for the home building
industry, due to the Eisenhower recession (Industry in the Valley
is geared to durable and capital goods production and there is
little protection from the business cycle). The middle and the
late 1960s were good years for the construction industry nationally
and reasonably good within the Valley (Table 7).
A little more than half of the Valley's housing stock was
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Table 7
Age Distribution Of The Valley's Housing Stock
Year Built
Before 1949
1950-1959
1960-1964
1965-1970
Total
Ansonia
64.3
16.1
10.8
8.5
100.0
Derby
68.9
20.0
6.1
5.0
100.0
Seymour
43.4
22.9
17.8
15.8
100.0
Shelton
48.6
26.3
10.0
15.4
100.0
source: Table A-1
Valley
55.2
21.0
12.2
11.6
100.0
built before 1949, 47.8% before 1930. This building was
concentrated in the industrialized sections of the Valley. A
large portion of Ansonia and Derby's housing stock was built
during the period preceding 1950, about 70%, while less than
50% of Seymour and Shelton's housing stock was erected during
this period. The 1950s were years of rapid growth in all of the
towns. The eastern rim of the Naugatuck River valley was filled
with housing during the 1950s. Whole subcommunities were erected
in Ansonia and Derby, Hilltop and Sentinel Hill respectively.1 6
The houses that were built were detached single family ranches
for lower middle class to middle class families with children. The
developments in eastern Seymour began a little later, the late
1950s, in Garden City and the bordering farm land.
The late 1950s saw a great deal of mobility in the
Valley (see Table 8). A large flood ripped down the Naugatuck in
1955 forcing people to move from the Valley floor- Many moved to
the new developments in Seymour and Ansonia. These
relocators added to the population movement that
was stimulated by cheap mortgage money (when reading the
statistics that are presented in Table 8 one should remember
that Shelton and the other Valley towns are in different counties).
Moves into Derby were cut in half between the years 1965 and 1970.
In 1955 Shelton and Seymour had the largest portion of the out
of county immigrants. Ansonia and Derby received the smallest
portion of the immigrants,. as could have been expected.
Table 8
Family Mobility 1965 To 1970 And 1955 To 1960
(Percent)
Residence In 1965
- Same House
65.3
67.8
66.0
61.5
64.5
Town
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Valley
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Valley
Different House'
29.7
23.4
30.0
35.5
30.7
Residence In
Total
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Same County
21.8
14.7
19.6
23.3
20.7
Different County
7.9
8.7
10.3
12.0
9.9
1965
28.9
29.7
34.1
27.6
29.5
9.0
12.2
8.5
15.3
11.4
source: U.S. Bureau of the Census;Census of Population; Vol 1,Characteristics Of The
Population,1950,1960,1970;Part 8, Connecticut.Table"Social Characteristics for
Towns and Places of 10,000 to 50,000.
1 Different House = Same County + Different County
59.8
56.5
55.8
52.9
56.4
37.8
41.9
42.6
42.9
41.0
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The five year period from 1960 to 1964 saw a major
shift in construction activity. Building in Derby virtually
halted. Ansonia was ending construction in the North End and
Hilltop areas, but Seymour and Shelton continued to boom.
Seymour's rate of construction was the same as Ansonia's but
there was a major difference in the stage of construction
activity. Seymour was opening developments while Ansonia was
closing them. The North End of Ansonia and the southern end
of Seymour's east side developed together. It was the west side
of Seymour that began to boom along with Garden City. Development
in Shelton was concentrated in the southern end of the town,
Huntington. Later this development spread north to fill in
a semicircle around the industrial downtown. Huntington has a
well developed identity, or "neighborhood image" to use Gerald
Suttles' phrase. Its weekly newspaper, The Suburban News,
flourishes and it has helped to reinforce the neighborhood's
image. Huntington has developed an image that is unique to the
Valley.1 7
The years 1965 to 1969 were boom years for the economy
as a whole. The housing industry was in excellent condition
throughout the nation. The new cycle of construction activity
reinforced the trend that had been developing in the Valley.
Ansonia and Derby were fully built while construction continued
in Shelton and Seymour. The turn of the decade saw a strengthening
of the trend. A scant 1.1% of Derby's housing stock was constructed
from 1969 to March, 1970. A larger portion of Ansonia's
housing stock was constructed during this period, 4.1%. The
pace of construction also slowed in Shelton. This may be connected
with the drop in war related production at Sikorsky Aircraft
and a possible halt in middle management hiring. Seymour added
7% to its hrusing stock during this year.
A summary of the data indicate that differences do
exist among the towns. The population growth of Ansonia and
Derby has been substantially arrested and the towns' population
have stabilized. Ansonia and Derby have a slightly older
population then the other two towns. The housing stock of Ansonia
and Derby is also older then that of the others. Seymour has
grown rapidly in the past and it has been attracting young
families. The evidence indicates that there are two distinct
patterns of growth at work in Shelton. The portion of the city
that surrounds downtown resembles the rest of the Valley. The
pattern of development is different in the other part of Shelton,
Huntington. In all of the Valley towns the older sections have
remained relatively unchanged since the end of the War. It is
logical to assume that they resemble each other physically
and socially.
History has left its mark on building patterns in
the Valley. The housing market is not fluid and the participants
in the market do not act continually to maximize their satisfac-
tion in purely economic terms. People invest time and effort in
their homes and neighborhoods instead (Adam Smith's invisible
hand hesitates when confronted with the prospect of continually
shoving people through space). The "stickiness" in the market
aids neighborhoods in the development of their images and it
permits preemptive bidding on housing units. Families in the
highest social classes, with large incomes or a great desire
to consume expensive housing services, can outbid other families
for housing space. This gives them a better chance to purchase
a given house in a given neighborhood then families that arc less
well off. In this discussion we have not been concerned with
the family's marginal preference for a given house. As each
successive income group selects an area in which to live the
history of selections establishes relative differences between
neighborhoods. As each social class bids there are progressively
fewer clusters of housing from which the next social class can
choose. Social groups have a tendency to cluster spatially, as
would any other economic activity. The lowest income groups
would not have the ability to choose between neighborhoods but
only between individual units within a given neighborhood.
Knowing this it is logical to expect that houses in the same
price range will tend to cluster spatially. To depict the
clustering the median price of housing has been mapped (see Map 4).
Map 4 shows the spatial clustering that takes place among
houses of similar value, and an identifiable pattern does emerge.
The southwestern portion of Shelton does differ from
the rest of the Valley. The highest priced housing in the Valley
is located in this area. The border tracts between Shelton and
Seymour have housing in approximately the same price range. This
set of housing values is higher then those on the eastern edge
of the Valley. It should be noted that a pocket of high valued
homes is located on the eastern-most edge of Derby which borders
Orange, a moderately wealthy suburb of New Haven. The closer
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Map 4
Housing Values In The Lower Naugatuck
Valley: 1970
(,median value within Census blocks)
Median Value Code
$0-$20 ,000
or rental only
$20, 001-$24,100 -0
$24,001-$28,000 - - - -s
$28 ,001-$32 1000
$32,001 or more -
Vacant
4 4F
Le
4P*
the blocks get to the floor of the Valley the lower the housing
values become. This area forms the old industrial section and
the blocks that surround the original industrial buildup. Map
4 contains the necessary neighborhocd data that allows the
Valley's social areas to be mappedonce the data are combined
with information on commuting patterns and employment.
Summary
An examination of the Valley's demographic statistics reveal
that there is not a great deal of difference between the Valley
towns, in terms of age, sex, or race. But there are indications
that differences exist in terms of the income characteristics of
the population, the areas that have been growing the fastest have
wealthier residents. All of the Valley towns have poorer residents,
-probably living on, or near, the Valley floor. When the data are
placed together it becomes clear that the Valley is not socially
homogenous. There are poor families, a very large working class
populationand a middle income strata. Each one of the groups moves
in a different segment of the labor force and if they are suffering
difficulties on the job market different strategies have to be
pursued to overcome them.
IV. Economic Structure And The Location Of Jobs
Employment Opportunities In The Valley
One of the major hypotheses that has been put forward
in the paper is that the Valley is a major manufacturing center,
but manufacturing employment in the Valley is of less
importance then it has been in the past. This hypothesis can be
examined directly by reviewing employment statistics for Valley
firms. The second hypothesis is derived directly from the first.
If there has been a decline in the importance of local
manufacturing activity then where are the Valley's residents
being employed? In response to this question it has been
hypothesized that the Valley is serving as a blue collar
dormitory for the Southern Connecticut region.
The number of people who are employed in the Valley
has increased steadily over the years (see Table 9). There
have been minor fluctuations in the employment level but they may
be attributed to the state of the national economy. Manufacturing
employment has increased slowly throughout the period from
1958 to 1972, except for a decrease of 800 employees in 1972.
This figure is for all people who are employed in the manufactur-
ing sector, both production workers and managerial staff. It
should be noted that the number of manufacturing production
workers has fallen from a high of 10,500 in 1947 to 8,500 in
1967. The 1947 figure does not include the employment totals for
Seymour, while the 1967 figure includes all of the towns
Table 9
Employment In Establishments Located In The Valley Planning
Region, By Major Industrial Division:1958 To 1972
(in thousands)
Category 1958 1960 7 1963 1967 1970 1972
Total 18.8 19.8 19.7 21.9 22.3 22.4
Agricultural 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
Nonagricultural 18.4 19.4 19.4 21.6 22.0 22.2
Wage and Salary 15.9 16.9 17.0 19.2 19.7 20.6
Manufacturing 9.5 10.2 10.0 10.8 10.6 9.8
Nonmanufacturing 6.4 6.7 7.0 8.4 9.1 10.8
Mining 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0-0
Contract
Construction 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0
Transportation &
Public Utilities 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
Wholesale & Retail
Trade 2.3 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.5
FinanceInsurance &
Real Estate 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5
Services & Misc. 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.9 2.4 2.8
Government 1.3 1.3 1.4 2.1 1.9 2.5
All Other 2.5 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.3 1.6
source:Tri-State Transportation Commission,Socio-Economic Systems Section,Interim Technical
Report; April,1970; January,1972; June,1974;
(see Table 10). During this time period the Valley left one stage
of economic development and entered the current stage.
There has been a steady erosion in the number of production
workers thaL have been employed in Valley manufacturing plarts
since 1947. The Valley's major plants concentrate on capital
goods production and it is assumed that they are strongly
influenced by trends in the macroeconomy. Despite this fact
production employment in 1967, a boom year, was below 1947
levels. The actual level of employment is probably below the 1947
level as well,it is hard to tell how large the gap is because the
Census from 1939 to 1954 do not include the number of production
workers that were employed in Seymour, which had four major plants
in operation during the time period. From 1958 to 1967 there
was a steady increase in the number of manufacturing establishments
that were operating in the Valley and the number of production
workers decreased. It is safe to assume that the firms that were
opening were small plants that did not have a major impact on
the local economy. A spokesman for the Valley Regional Planning
Commission indicated that the Commission does not expect any
major economic development in the Valley, by this he meant that
there will be no major growth in the manufacturing sector,
especially in the form of major, new, production facilities being
established in the region.
There was a slight decrease in the average number of
manhours worked from 1963 to 1967 (A 2,000 hour year may be
considered a standard work year of 40 hours a week, 50 weeks a year).
Table 10
General Manufacturing Statistics for the Valley,
Summary: 1939 To 1967
Year Number
of
Firms
1967
1963
1958
1954
1947
1939
157
154
146
*
125
*
105
*
84
Production,
Workers
(1,000)
8.5
7.6
8.0
*
8.4
*
10.5
*
8.8
Man
Hours
(1,000)
17.0
16.0
15.6
*
17.2
na
Productivity
2.72
2.56
2.16
*
1.95
-. 9*
1.92
na
Average
Wage
3.18
2.63
2.26
*
1.95
Capital
Expenditures
($1,0000000)
14.1
5.6
5.7
*
3.2
na
na
Average
Wage per
Year
6,370
5,520
4,400
*
4,000
Average
Man Hrs.
(1,000)
2.0
2.1
2.0
*
2.0
na 2,530
na na na
1 Value Added/ Total Man Hours
Seymour Not Included
na not available
source: U.S. Bureau of the Census;Census of Manufacturers,1939,1947,1954,1958,1963,1967;
Vol. III,Area Statistics, Part I, Connecticut, Table"Genral Statistics for SMSAs,
Counties, and Selected Citites"
This'decline of 100 man hours, on the average, should have
been expected. The economy was reviving in 1963, with capital
expenditures leading the way. This would imply that production
plants wouLd be understaffed, as their workforce would be geared
for recession level orders and employment. One would expect
lags in hiring and in the reduction of overtime due to
training costs, new worker inefficiency and lags in the expecta-
tions of employers (they could have doubts as to the strength
of the recovery and they would wait to see if the recovery will
be of sufficient length to allow for returns from investing in
new employees). War stimulated hiring peaked in 1967, Valley
brass plants were busy stamping out the necessary capital goods.
Employers had no reason to suspect that the war related orders
would fall off so they hired new workers and held down costs
from labor overtime charges.
From 1958 to 1967 productivity increased steadily,
though at a declining rate. At the same time there was an
erratic infusion of capital. It is hard to interpret the capital
expenditure statistics. The large boost in 1967 may be due to
the expansion of capacity. The investment may have been caused
by the three firms that opened, though this is doubtful. The
problem that is encountered in this area is one that is endemic
to comparative static analysis (Therefore I mention the statistic
but feel at a loss in trying to interpret it).
After examining the position of the manufacturing sector
in isolation it is known that manufacturing directly accounts for
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approximately 44% of the Valley's employment. The indirect
and induced effects of manufacturing must be very large, but
the manufacturing sector cannot be viewed in isolation. Its
recent performance must be compared with the performance of
other sectors of the economy and its performance vis-a-vis
the national economy. To consider the performance of the various
sectors of the local economy in creating jobs. the employment
statistics must be considered and standardized for each of
the three years studied,1960, 1970, and 1972.
Table 11 lists the differences in relative employment from
1960 to 1972, so that it records the relative growth of each
industry in the Valley. It is evident that the manufacturing
sector is less dominant, in terms of employment,among Valley
firms than it was in 1960. From 1960 to 1970 manufacturing
suffered a relative decline of 4% and from 1970 to 1972
manufacturing's relative employment dropped by another 3.7%
(it suffered an absolute loss of 800 production workers from
1970 to 1972). During the decade the Construction and Public
Utilities sectors were amazingly stable. There are no major
headquarters located in the Valley for either of these industries
so that it may be assumed that workers in these sectors are
mostly tradesmen and laborers. Major growth took place in the
service sector. The private service sector, sales and general
services, accounted for 9.5 of the 14.4 standard unit difference
in manufacturing between 1960 and 1972. This employment trend
accelerated from 1970 to 1972. Two other industries accounted for
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Table 11
Change In The Distribution of Employment In
Valley Establishments By Major
Industrial Divisions: -960 To 1972
(Difference In Standardized Units)
Industry 1972-1960 1970-1960
Agriculture -1.1 -0.7
Nonagriculture 1.1 0.3
Wage & Salary 6.7 3.0
Manufacturing -7.7 -4.0
Nonmanufacturing 14.4 7.0
Construction 0.0 -0.9
Trans. & Public
Utilities -0.3 -0.3
Wholesale &
Retail Trade 4.0 2.3
Finance, Insurance
& Real Estate 0.7 0.3
Service & Misce. 5.5 3.8
Government 4.6 1.9
All Other -5.5 -2.3
source: Table A-3.
the rest of the increase in relative employment. Finance,
Insurance, and Real Estate increased by 0.7 of a standard unit
from 1960 to 1972, 0.5 of the increase was from 1970 to 1972.
One explanation of the large relative rise in Government
employment is that it is somewhat sheltered from the whims of
the national economy. It should be noted that many of the jobs
in the public and service sectors are blue collar jobs, or semi-
skilled jobs. It appears that the Valley may be a large supplier
of workers in these areas, both to local and state governments
and to the private sector.
The Valley is affected by national economic trends and
nationally there has been a relative decline in secondary
production activities. Tertiary service activities have provided
the bulk of the new jobs in the Valley. It remains to be estab-
lished if local employment trends reflect national patterns,
or if there are other forces at work that influence the forms
of employment that are available in the Valley. To answer this
question location quotients have been calaulated for select years
between 1958 and 1972. It is not the purpose of this paper to
enter the debate on the usefulness of location quotients in
determining which industries are basic and which are nonbasic.1 9
The location quotient allows one to view locally induced economic
movements, while controlling for national trends in specific
industries. The denominator of the location quotient represents a
specific industry's share of national employment. The denominator
will change over time as the industry's relative share of
employment shifts. The numerator of the expression represents
the same relationship for the locality that is being studied,
in this case the Valley.
LQ = (L /Lt)/(N /N )
i employment in a specific industry
t total employment in the specific region
L Local
N National
LQ Location Quotient
The location quotient for industry i in the Valley is determined
by the above formula (see Table 12).
The location quotient controls for shifts in the national
economy through changes in the denominator. If the industry in
the Valley shifted in tune with the national economy the location
20quotient will remain the same over time. In this analysis
1958 serves as the base year. The location quotient in 1972 will
be equal to the location quotient in 1958 if the changes in
the Valley's employment structure has occured in tune with shifts
in the national economy. This would imply that the Valley's
economy is only affected by national shifts in demand and not
due to changes in the Valley's economic structure or between the
Valley's economic structure and that of the rest of the economy.
The results of the location quotient calculations
confirm the hypothesis that the Valley has lost ground in the
manufacturing sector. In the nation as a whole manufacturing is
Table 12
Location Quotients Of Economic Activity
In The Lower Naugatuck Valley: 1958 To 1972
Industry 1958 1960 1963 1967 1970 1972
Manufacturing 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.9 2.0 1.8
Nonmanufacturing 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7
Construction 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.8 1.0
Transportation &
Public Services 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4
Wholesale & Retail
Services 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8
FinanceInsurance,
& Real Estate 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4
Services '0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8
Government 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.7
sources: Derived from Table 9 and U.S. Bureau of the Census; Annual Survey of Manufacturers.
playing a smaller role in the economy, in terms of relative levels
of employment in 1972, then it was in 1958. In the Valley the
role of manufacturing has fallen even faster then in the nation
as a whole. The size of the coeffici2nt indicates that the
manufacturing sector is still the most important in the
Valley, confirming the initial hypothesis, but other areas of
employment are gaining in importance. Areas that have gained
the most, relative to the nation as a whole, are services and
government. There has been an especially great increase in the
number of people employed in sales.
Detailed statistics are available for 1972,
permitting the study of production in each town (see Table 13).
The Valley is highly specialized in the heavy metal working
and machinery industries, at something like four
times the national concentration. This concentration makes the
Valley very vulnerable to the vagaries of the macroeconomy.
The plastics and rubber industry was also very important.
Unfortunately the Valley's largest employer is no longer operating.
While services and government have grown more important over
time,the Valley does not have a large portion of its employment
in these areas. This reflects the small size of the region and
the advantage large business centers have in attracting local
service demand.
Within the Valley Ansonia and Derby appear to have
very similar employment concentrations, even though in absolute
terms Derby has a much smaller employment base. The Fabricated
Table 13
Location Quotients For Valley Industries:
June, 1972
ndustry Ansonia Derby Seymour Shelton Valley
anufacturing 1.7 1.6 2.2 1.9
Rubber &
Plastics * 12.2 * 24.9 12.1
Primary Metals * * 20.7 4.6
Fabricated Metals &
Machinery 6.6 2.9 0.5 4.4 4.1
Fabricated Metals * * * 7.3 4.6
Machinery * * * 2.3 3.7
Other Manufacturing
Stone & Glass 5.9
Electronic Equip 0.3
Instruments 4.7
onmanufactur ing
Construct-ion 0.4 1.2 1.0 1.4 1.0
Transportation 0.4 * * * 0.2
Communication &
Public Utilities 2.1 * * * 0.6
Wholesale & Retail
Trade 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.6 0.8
Wholesale Trade 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.5
Retail Trade 1.0 1.1 1.3 0.5 0.9
FinanceInsurance
& Real Estate 0.7 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.4
Service 0.6 1.3 0.6 0.6 0.8
Government 0.8 0.3 1.0 0.6 0.6
* Disclosure provisions of the unemployment law prohibit disclosure of
of data tending to identify individual firms
source: O'Mara, Kevin. Economic Survey and Development Issues, Valley
Region. pp.18-22.
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Metals and Machinery industries are extremely important. They
do differ in several small respects. Derby has a relatively large
service component, due in part to the presence of the Griffen
Hospital, while Ansonia is the base for. the utility companies.
Seymour has the most highly specialized employment
base of the Valley towns. It is highly concentrated in Primary
Metal manufacturing, while the town's nonmanufacturing component
is very similar to that of the other towns. Seymour's industrial
base has a long history but the number of people who are
employed in manufacturing has declined with time. It can be
assumed that most of the recent immigrants have not been employed
locally.
Shelton has the broadest employment base of any of
the Valley towns. It is very diversified in the manufacturing
sector, both in the heavy industries and in newer industries
such as Instrument production. The diversity in the town's
employment appears to be a result of the space that was
available for industrial expansion as well as the superb
transportation access to larger markets.
The Occupations and Industries of Employment of Valley Residents
The second hypothesis to be tested states that the
Valley is a dormitory for blue collar workers who are employed
throughout the Southern Connecticut region.This hypothesis can
be examined by looking at the distribution of the sectors in
which Valley residents are employed. It has been shown, above,
that the Valley's manufacturing base has stagnated and that newer
manufacturing positions now lie outside the Valley's borders.
If the non-Valley positions are newer they would, presumably, have
more up to date capital stock and the workers will tend to be more
productive. This enables manufacturers to pay higher wages,
everything else being equal. Many major firms have set up plants
near the Valley and they have attracted labor from the Valley,
such firms as the United Aircraft Corporation's Pratt and
Whitney aircraft engine division and their Sikorsky helicopter
division, Waterman Bic, Rebestos, General Electric, Scovill,
U.S. Motors, United Shoe Machinery, and Winchester Arms. Highly
skilled technical manufacturing is also being established
near by and around Danbury, with 1-84 allowing access to this
area from the Valley. The highways have not only allowed the
Valley to become integrated internally but they have allowed the
Valley to become part of Southern Connecticut's labor market.
There were 7,600 more job holders living in the Valley
in 1970 than in 1960. During the same decade the number of jobs
in the Valley grew by 2,500. This indicates that the Valley is
a net exporter of labor. If one were to assume that residents act
so that crosshauling of labor is minimized it would be shown that
the Valley is a labor exporter to many industries. This provides
a most conservative estimate of the number of people who
outcommute. In 1970 there was a surplus of 2,200 job holders
living in the Valley, at a minimum, in manufacturing. There was a
surplus in the construction industry of 800 people, 200 in sales,
300 in government (presumably many are employed at the state
level), 350 in finance,insurance, and real estate, and 400 in
public utilities and services. These data indicate that a
minimum of 4,200 Valley residents filled job slots outside the
Valley in 1970. The actual number of commuters was more then
double this figure, 13,915 or approximately 42% of the local
labor force.
Table 14 gives the difference in the number of
employment opportunities that exist in Valley establishments, by
industry, from the number of jobs held by Valley residents, again
by industry, for 1970 and 1960. Positive numbers indicate that
the Valley has a surplus of residents in these industrial
categories; in fact the only industries in which the Valley
was a net importer of labor in 1970 were agriculture and services.
In 1960 the Valley was a net importer of labor in another sector
alsQ, government. It was previously shown that Valley residents
are highly dependent on the manufacturing sector for employment.
In 1970 50.4% of the population was dependent on this sector for
employment , down 5% form 1960 but it is still a very substantial
percentage. During the decade nonmanufacturing employment
opportunities rose by only 3.6%, much less than the percentage
increase in job opportunities. The largest percentage gains were
made in the service and government sectors.
Table 15 measures the difference between the Valley's
specialization in labor skills and the standardized range of
Table 14
Difference In Employment: Employment In Valley
Establishments From Numbered Of Employed Valley
Residents: 1960 and 1970 .
(1,000)
Industry 1970 1960
Total 8.3 3.2
Agricultural -0.1 -0.2
Nonagricultural 6.1 1.5
Wage & Salary 5.2 2.3
Manufacturing 4.7 2.6
Nonmanufacturing 0.5 -0.3
Construction 0.9 0.2
Transportation &
Public Utilities 0.3 0.1
Wholesale & Retail
Trades 0.7 0.5
Finance,Insurance &
Real Estate 0.3 0.2
Services & Misc. -1.8 -1.1
Government 0.1 -0.2
All Other 0.9 -0.7
Unaccounted 2.3 1.9
1 (Jobs of Valley Residents)- (Jobs In The Valley)
source: Derived from Table A-3.
Table 15
Difference In Standardized Employment Statistics, Employment
In Valley Establishments From Occupations Of Valley Residents
1970 and 1960
Industry 1970 1960
Total 0.0 0.0
Agriculture -0.6 -1.1
Nonagriculture -6.5 7.1
Wage & Salary -6.9 -1.8
Manufacturing 2.9 4.2
Nonmanufacturing -9.4 -6.0
Construction 2.0 0.3
Transportation
& Public Utilities 0.4 0.1
Wholesale & Retail
Trade -1.5 0.6
Finance, Insurance, &
Real Estate 0.5 0.7
Service & Misc. -8.8 -5.7
Government -2.0 -1.8
All Other 0.2 -5.2
Unaccounted 7.5 8.3
source:Derived from Table 14.
employment opportunities by industry. A score of 0.0 indicates
that the degree of specialization is in equilibrium; the
absolute numbers may vary but the proportions are correct. Such
a situation implies that Valley residents do not feel that
they have an advantage in that area. This is obviously a
function of the socialization of the Valley's young and the
Valley's ability to attract immigrants with skills that are
similar to those of the native population. A large positive
number would indicate that Valley residents are attracted to
employment in this area in much greater numbers then there are
local jobs. In 1960 the only area of specialization was
manufacturing. The Valley was highly underrepresented in the
service sector. In 1970 the Valley showed a-high degree of
specialization in manufacturing and construction. It had also
lowered the gap in most of the service sectors, showing that
Valley residents have responded in some degree to the lure of
the tertiary sector.
Surveys of commutation patterns out of, and into,
the Valley were conducted in 1964 and 1970 (see Tables 16 and
17). The data show that a larger portion of Valley residents
worked outside of the region in 1970 then 1964, an increase of
5.3% of the labor force, even though a majority of the Valley's
residents worked in the region, 53.4%. Within the Valley
Ansonia has remaind the largest employer, even though it
was less important in 1970 than in 1964. Shelton is also very
important to the Valley's workers, but it too has declined in
importance. Derby employed 15.2% of the Valley's working
Table 16
Regional Commutation: Place Of Work Of Employed Valley
Residents By Percent Distribution: 1964 and 1970
1964 1970
Work + + Residence
Place ++ Ansonia Derby Seymour Shelton Valley Ansonia Derby Seymour Shelton Valley
++........................................................................................-..............
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Valley
Bridgeport
Area
Norwalk
Area
New Haven
Area
Waterbury
Area
Other
Areas
Outside The-
Valley -
- 33.3 14.8 13.6 7.1 - 18.5 -- 35.0 12.4 16.0 3.8~ 16.2
_ 14.5 25.8 11.2 10.4 - 15.0 __ 14.7 36.6 8.1 7.9- 15.2
3.3 2.9 24.4 1.1 _ 6.2 -- 3.6 2.0 24.9 0.8_ 6.0
15.2 20.3 8.9 26.3 - 18.4 9.0 9.2 5.5 29.6- 15.6
- 66.3 63.8 58.1 44.9 - 58.1 -- 62.3 60.2 54.5 42.1_ 53.4
- 14.5 17.5 13.7 45.3 - 24.0 -- 13.5 15.0 12.7 39.1 22.7
1.1 1.2
11.5 14.1
5.3
1.3
2.2
1.3
33.7. 36.2
0.2
11.1
15.0
1.9
41.9
1.8 - 1.2 ~~
5.0 10.0 --
1.3 -
1.7 -
55.1
5.2 __
1.5 --
41.9--
3.6 6.0
16.1 15.4
3.3
1.2
2.1
1.3
37.7 39.8
2.8
17.5
11.7
0.8
45.5
5.3-
9.9-
1.3-
2.3
57.9
4.5
14.1
1.5
46.6
source: O'Mara, Kevin. Economic Study and Devellopment tasues, Valley Region. pp.A-17, A-18.
Table 17
Regional Commutation: Change In The Place Of Work
Of Employed Valley Residents, By Percent Distribution
1964 To 1970
Work + + + Residence
Place++ Ansonia Derby Seymour Shelton
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Valley
Bridgeport
Area
Norwalk
Area
New Haven
Area
Waterbury
Area
Other
Areas
Outside
The Valley
1.7 -2.4 2.4 -3.3 - -1.9 _
0.2 10.8 -3.1 -2.5 0.2 -
0.3 -0.9 0.5 -0.3 - -0.2 _
-6.2 -11.1 -3.4 3.3 -2.8 -
_ - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
- -4.0 -3.6 -3.6 -2.8 - -4.7
-----------------------------------------------
- -1.0 -2.5 1.0 -6.2 - -1.3 ~
2.5 4.8 2.6 3.5 _ 3.3 -
- 4.6 1.3 6.4 4.9 - 4.1
-2.0 -0.1 -3.3 0.0 - -1.4
- -0.1 0.0 -1.1 0.6 - 0.0 _
-----------------------------
4.0 3.6 3.6 2.8 4.7
source: calculated from Table 16.
Valley
Table 18
Regional Commutation: Place Of, Residence Of Valley
Workers, By Percent Distribution: 1964 and 1970
Work + ++ Residence
Place ++. Ansonia
1964
Derby Seymour Shelton Valley Ansonia
1970
Derby Seymour Shelton Valley
Ansonia - 49.0 26.3 13.3 22.9- 30.9 -- 49.0 23.6 12.3 12.0 - 26.2
Derby 13.0 27.9 6.9 18.1 17.7 10.9 37.1 4.2 7.9 16.0
Seymour - 10.3 10.5 51.3 6.9- 14.0 -- 13.5 7.9 50.9 4.4 - 13.8
Shelton 9.1 16.4 3.9 34.3_ 18.2 6.4 15.3 3.3 48.3 21.5--
Valley - 81.4 81.1 75.5 82.2- 80.9 -- 79.8 83.9 70.7 72.6 - 77.5
---------------------------------------------- 2-----------------------------------------Bridgeport  3.6 3.8 2.6 9.1- 5.2 -- .9 1.4 2.2 12.6 - 5.5
Area
Norwalk
Area
New Haven
Area
Waterbury -
Area
0.1
- 8.7
5.0
0.1
9.0
4.8
0.3
5.8
15.2
0.3~
3.8-
3.3_-
0.2
7.0 --
5.6 -_
0.0 0.4
8.4
6.5
7.7
5.9
0.4
5.0
20.4
2.2 0.9
6.3 - 7.1
5.3 7.7
Other
Areas
Outside
The Area
- 1.2 1.3 0.6 1.3- 1.1 -- 2.4 0.7 1.3 1.0 - 1.3
------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
18.6 18.9 24.5 17.8. 19.1 -- 20.2 16.1 29.3 27.4 - 22.5
source: O'Mara, Kevin. Economic Study and Deve upment Issues, Valley Region.pp.A-21, A-22.
-
-
Table 19
Regional Commutation: Change In The Place Of Residence
Of Valley Workers, By Percent Distribution: 1964 To 1970
Work + + Residence
Place Ansonia Derby Seymour Shelton Valley
Ansonia - 0.0 -2.7 -1.0 -10.9 -4.7
Derby -2.1 9.2 -2.7 -10.2 - -1.7 -
Seymour - 3.2 -2.6 -0.4 - 2.5 -0.2
Shelton ~ -2.7 -1.1 -0.6 14.0 - 3.3 -
Valley - -0.6 2.8 -4.8 -9.6 -3.4
Bridgeport- -0.7 -2.4 -0.4 3.5 0.3
Area
Norwalk - -0.1 0.3 0.1 1.9 - 0.7
Area
New Haven - -0.3 -1.3 -0.8 -2.5 -0.1
Area
Watrebury -
Area - 1.5 1.1 5.2 -2.0 2.1
Other
Areas 1.2 -0.6 0.7 -0.3 - 0.2 -
Outside -
The Valley- 1.6 -2.8 4.8 9.6 3.4
source: calculated from Table 18.
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population and this figure had not changed substantially from
1964. The Greater Bridgeport and New Haven labor markets are the
most important non-Valley employers. Bridgeport's share of
the employea labor force has declined slightly over time, 1.3%,
while New Haven's share has increased by 4.1%. The Norwalk-
Stamford area has replaced the Waterbury labor market as the
third most important non-Valley employer. Norwalk-Stamford
employed 4.1% of the Valley's work force in 1970, an increase
of 3.3%, and Waterbury employed 3.8%.
Over time there has been a shift in the place of
employment of the Valley's labor force. The labor market
within the Valley, and those to the north are of diminishing
importance. Suburbanized employment opportunities are attracting
more of the Valley's residents (or is it better to say that
the Valley is attracting more of the employees?). In 1970 the
Bridgeport and New Haven areas employed 31.8% of the Valley's
working population and Norwalk employed another 4.5%, or a total
of 1 out of every 3 Valley workers.
The Valley towns can be ranked by the portion of
the employed population that commutes. The ranking is very
familiar :Ansonia and Derby have the smallest portion of
commuters in their population, 37.7% and 39.8% in 1970. Seymour's
percentage is close to the Valley's average and Shelton has the
greatest portion of its working population commuting, 57.9% in
1970. The towns also differ in their destinations. Shelton is
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Bridgeport-oriented while the others are oriented toward New
Haven. Seymcur also sends 11.7% of its employed population
to the Waterbury area.
The flow of commuters goes in both directions. In
1970 22.5% of the Valley's employees commuted from outside the
region, up from 19.1% in 1964. Unfortunately it is impossible to
identify the skills of the commuters. In both years the
Bridgeport, New Haven, and Waterbury areas provide the largest
portion of the commuters. The Bridgeport commuters have decreased
as a portion of the Valley's work force and they work in Shelton.
The Waterbury area commuters form 20% of Seymour's work force
while the New Haven area commuters are spread fairly uniformly
across the cities. There is crosshauling in the Valley, as it
is a part of a larger regional system, but most of the flow goes
out 'from the Valley into the Southern Connecticut Region.
Occupations
There are differences in the occupational skills held
by residents of each of the Valley towns. The relationships
have changed over time, from the 1950 Census where the occupational
structure was fairly uniform, to 1970 where there appeared to
be a growing occupational specialization among the Valley towns
(see Table 20). Change in the inter-town occupational specialization
has been gradual. Major shifts in the relative importance of various
Table 20
Percentage Distribution of Occupations of Valley Residents: 1950, 1960, 1970
Year
1970
source: U;SBBiireau of The Census, Census Of
Connecticut.
Manufacturers; Vol III Area Statistics,
Job Category
Prof.,Technical,
Mgrs.,Administrators
Sales and Clerical
Production & Crafts
Craftsmen&Foremen
Operatives
Durables
Nondurables
Nonmanufacturing
Laborers(nonfarm)
Service Workers
Prof.,Technical,
Mgrs. ,Administrators
Sales and Clerical
Production & Crafts
Craftsmen&Foremen
Operatives
Durables
Nondurables
Nonmanufacturing
Service Workers
Laborers(nonfarm)
Prof.,Technical,
Mgrs. ,Administrators
Sales and Clerical
Production & Crafts
Craftsmen&Foremen
Operatives
Laborers(nonfarm)
Service Workers
1950
Ansonia
17.6
22.8
41.5
18.5
23.0
15.1
5.4
2.4
3.9
10.3
15.6
19.9
44.1
15.9
28.2
16.4
8.0
2.1
6.6
5.9
13.6
17.0
54.2
17.3
36.9
7.1
5.7
Derby
18.0
20.9
40.5
14.5
26.0
13.1
9.6
3.3
4.3
10.8
16.5
19.6
46.5
16.3
30.2
15.2
10.3
1.9
6.9
4.8
13.9
16.3
49.7
15.2
34.5
11.9
5.5
Seymour
19.5
21.4
42.7
21.2
21.5
14.2
5.3
2.0
3.9
9.1
16.1
19.1
47.4
19.3
28.1
16.8
7.6
1.6
4.8
5.2
14.1
16.4
56.1
19.6
36.5
3.3
4.4
Shelton
26.4
20.0
37.6
18.9
18.7
11.4
5.1
2.2
3.0
8.1
16.1
15.2
50.8
22.8
28.0
15.7
7.0
2.4
5.3
3.9
15.6
15.0
54.9
20.2
34.7
4.8
6.2
Valley
21.6
21.9
40.2
18.4
.21.8
13.3
6.0
2.4
3.6
9.4
16.0
18.4
47.1
18.6
28.5
16.0
8.1
2.0
6.0
5.0
14 . 2
16.3
53.5
17.8
35.7
10.6
5.6
occupations were experienced by all of the towns but the shift
was not the same in all of the towns.
The percentage of workers who were employed in the
service industry doubled in all of the towns from 1950 to 1970.
During the same period the portion of laborers who lived in
each town fell by about half. The Valley still has the highest
portion of male "blue collar" positions of any region in the
State of Connecticut; however the skill level of the residents
has changed with time. From 1960 to 1970 the ratio of skilled
males to semi-skilled and unskilled workers changed from 0.76
to 0.93.21
In 1950 Ansonia and Derby had a larger portion of
laborers than the other towns, especially Derby. These two towns
experienced the largest growth in the number of service workers
among their population. This indicates that laborers may
be moving to low skilled service jobs. There has been a steady
increase in the number of people employed in sales and the increase
has been experienced by all of the towns. The growth of
employment in the service and sales sectors appears to be a
structural shift that has affected the entire Valley. Differences
in occupational specialization becomes apparent in the
professional workers category, an amalgam of people employed in
professional, technical, managerial, and administrative positions.
In 1950 the percentage of people who were employed in this area
was fairly uniform. There was a maximum difference of 2%
between towns. In 1970 the difference had increased to 4%. This
does not appear to be substantially different until the
subcategories are examined. In 1950 the
maximum difference in the professional and technical category
was 1.8%. In 1970 the difference was 6.4%. It is interesting
to note that Shelton was ranked first in both years, but
Seymour was last in 1950 and second in 1970. Seymour has been
dominant in the managerial-administrative category throughout the
time period,except 1970. Shelton has developed a specialized
housing function to match its growth in the professional
occupations. Shelton is becoming the home of people who work
in upper income occupations while Seymour appears to specialize
in housing middle level administrators.
In today's labor market, at least in the labor
market of the late 1960s, a skilled tradesman or unionized
production worker could earn as much as a person who is a
middle level manager. With this consideration in mind the
differences in the number of people who are production workers
and craftsmen take on added importance (see Table 21).
Throughout the period studied, all of the Valley towns had
approximately the same portion of their labor force employed in
this category. In 1950 the maximum difference was 6.4%, 0.7% when
Derby was excluded due to the extremely large number of laborers
who lived there. In 1960 Shelton had the largest portion of its
population classified as operatives, only to be last in 1970.
Table 21
The Skill Levels Of Valley Residents,Percent Distribution
1950, 1960, 1970
Skill
Production & Crafts
Craftsmen & Foremen
Operatives
Town
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Valley
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Valley
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Valley
1970
41.5
40.5
42.7
37.6
40.2
18.5
14.5
21.2
18.9
18.4
23.0
26.0
21.5
18.7
21.8
1960
44.1
46.5
47.4
50.8
47.1
15.9
16.3
19.3
22.8
18.6
28.2
30.2
28.1
28.0
28.5
source: calculated from Table 20.
1950
54.2
49.7
56.1
54.9
53.5
17.3
15.2
19.6
20.2
17 . 8
36.9
34.5
36, 5
34.7
35.7
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Seymour had the largest portion of its resident work force
employed as craftsmen and foremen.
The major differences between cities occurs in the
occupational category that is dominant in each town: craftsmen
and foremen or operatives. The occupational differentiation
within the Valley became evident in 1970 when these categories
are compared across towns. Ansonia and Derby have a higher
portion of operatives than the other two towns. Shelton has
fewer operatives and about the same portion of craftsmen as
the other Valley towns, but it has more professionals. Seymour
has the smallest percentage of operatives and the largest
percentage of managers. Derby is the poorest town in terms of
skills. While the town compares favorably in terms of professional
residents it has a smaller portion of managers and craftsmen in
its population. Derby has the highest portion of operatives,
service workers, and laborers of the four towns. Ansonia does not
have the extremes in employment; it has the lowest percentage
of professional workers but a smaller percentage of opertives
and laborers than Derby.
Summary
The residents of the four towns have a diverse range of income
and employable skills, none of the towns has a large number of
very wealthy families living within its borders. Parts of Shelton
have fairly well-to-do professionals as residents but it also has
families that are in less skilled employment categories. Seymour,
Ansonia and Derby are well represented in the two groups of middle
income workers: middle management and skilled craftsmen and foremen.
The towns vary in the percentage of each group that is represented
within their boundries.
A large number of Valley residents commute from the Valley
to find work. One can speculate that they are mostly blue collar
workers and that they are attracted to production opportunities. A
survey of residents would be desirable to discover the industry-
occupation mix of commuters, as well as their specific destinations.
These data would be useful in several ways. Vocational and
continuing education programs would benefit from discovering the
skills that appear to be in increasing demand. Secondly, the survey
would also provide data to analyze the job information network and
test the theory that there are serious job information lags. The
survey would establish the destination of commuters and it would be
possible to test -the hypothesis that the commuters are significantly
different from the population as a whole. The survey could also be
used as a way to establish contacts that will provide further job
information to a locally operated employment placement service.
It should be noted that a development strategy that is
heavily reliant on commuting has costs that must be considered. The
monetary cost of driving, as well as the imputed costs of lost
time must be calculated (the current estimate of fifty cents a mile
that is used by the Valley Regional Planning Agency (VRPA) i.0 very high
when compared to other estimates). If planners take the view that
industrial activity that is conducted elsewhere takes place at the
Valley's expense then there are serious property tax considerations,
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and it constitutes one of the serious shortcomings of the property
tax as a method for financing local government. But the idea that
development that takes place outside of the Valley is at the Valley's
expense appears to be false. There is little room for the siteing
of new plants and casual evidence indicates that a substantial
number of new facilities would not locate for economic reasons, such
as the cost of construction with the added burden of clearing a
site.
The Valley Regional Planning Agency has argued that the Valley
must expand its manufacturing base. They feel that the large number
of people who must commute out of the Valley to find work face a
disadvantage on the labor market, due to commuting costs and
imperfections in the flow of information about employment opportunities
and that this disadvantage has contributed to the region's
cronic unemployment problems. They recommend that the Valley should
expand its employment base as a potential solution.
' The Valley Regional Planning Agency feels that the area can
expand its employment base by using existing structures more
intensively or by opening new industrial parks. While a careful
inventory of available space has not been made, it appears that this
policy recommendation may be futile. The only large tracts of land
that are available for development are in Shelton, along Route 8,
near the Oxford airport and in the Great Hills section of Seymour.
The Agency has not considered the relative cost of land and it has
not tested the market. If the Valley were to undertake a large scale
development planning effort it would be desirable to inventory the
available parcels and realistically evaluate their potential uses.
Part of this survey should include cost estimates of converting
some of the riverside plants to modern industrial uses and the
cost of razing obsolete structures. It appears that the Valley
should encourage the reuse of existing structures and gain
maximum advantage from vacant industrial land but this should
not be the exclusive focus of a development plan. Even if the land
is marketable a local job creation plan could not come close to
doubling the existing employment base. 22
The data that were presented above imply that one
of the Valley's most important exports is labor and it appears to
be an expanding industry. There is very limited space available for
industrial expansion and it appears that residential services for
blue collar workers is a specialization that the Valley has
developed most successfully. If the Valley were to involve itself
solely in a local job creation effort large costs in terms of
foregone benefits would be incurred, as the true cost of ignoring
the possibility of local residents working outside of the Valley
is that of foregone wages and the cost of maintaining those workers
on the public dole, if they are unemployed.
V. The Valley's Social Areas
Statistical evidence has been used to demonstrate
that the Valley is differentiated along demographic and social
lines. The four towns differ slightly in terms of the age of
their population and family structure,and there are major
differences in their occupational characteristics. The Valley has
two distinct economic roles, it is a manufacturing center that is
still competitive, but it is no longer the sole bidder for the
Valley's labor supply, and it supplies blue collar labor to
the Southern Connecticut region. The third hypothesis must still
be proven: that a portion of the Valley is a residential suburb
of the Bridgeport area. The data have not been given a purely
spatial dimension, so far. It is known that parts of the Valley
are aliken, but they lie in different political jurisdictions. In
this section of the paper an attempt will be made to map the
Valley's social areas. These areas will not be defined at the
neighborhood level, but at a higher level of aggregation. Suttles
would call this level of aggregation a sector. The, sectors are
groups of neighborhoods that are slightly differentiated but
they are unified by a common image.2 3
The various pieces of information that are known
will be used along with Map 4, Housing Values By Block, to
define the sectors. Housing is a social anchor and there is a
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a tendency for similar housing units to cluster spatially;
therefore house values are important in indicating the range
of a social area. There is one problem area, Shelton. There are
indications tiat the town is composed of at least two social
areas, a suburb of Bridgeport and an area that is more like the
other Valley towns. Fortunately/census tract data exist on
the income characteristics and commuting patterns of Shelton
residents in 1970. These data allow the two areas to be defin-
ed with a high degree of accuracy. The traditional suburb
will be refered to as Huntington and the other section as Shelton.
Commuting statistics were computed for each census tract
in Shelton. A percentage was then taken to see what portion of
the tract's labor force worked in the Valley. The census tracts
were then ranked in descending order (see Tables 22 and 23). 24
Slightly less than half of Shelton's employed residents work in
the Valley, 42.1%. The census tracts that are located along the
Housatonic River, near the turn of the century industrialized
neighborhoods, are oriented toward the Valley. The census tracts
to the southwest have a strong attraction to the Bridgeport area.
The same Bridgeport oriented census tracts have the highest mean
and median incomes, the median incomes are substantially higher
in these tracts then in the other tracts. It is concluded from
these statsitics that Huntington does differ in orientation and
income from the rest of Shelton. Census tracts 1104, 1105,
and part of 1102 make up the Huntington sector. It is important
to note that two of the census tracts share a common border. The
Table 22
Measures That Indicate Social And Economic Differentiation
In Shelton: 1970
Portion of Workers Who
Commute To...... Income Pattern
Destination
Valley Planning
District
Bridgeport
Tract
1101
1106
1103
1102
1105
Industrialized Area 1104
% to Destination
78.0
72.2
63.3
- Tract.
- 1101
- 1103
- 1106
58.6 (Valley) - 1102
41.0 (Bridgeport)- 1104
57.5 
- 1105
67.8
Mean Income
10,467
12,470
12,812
13,356
13,667
14,653
Median Income
9,705
11,612
11,783
11,969
13,319
13,559
Valley Planning Region;Outer ring of Fairfield County and Outside SMSA (except Milford)
Bridgeport; Remaining categories
source:Table 23 and U.S. Bureau of The Census; Census of Population and Housing: 1970 Census Tracts,
Final Report PHC (l)-30 Bridgeport, Ct SMSA.
Table 23
Commuting Characteristics of Shelton's
Residents In 1970
Census Tract
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
Shelton Total
% Commute To Bridgeport
Industrialized Area
22.0
41.0
36.7
67.8
57.5
24.8
42.1
% Commute To
Valley Planning Region
78.0
58.6
63.3
32.2
42.5
72.2
57.9
Valley Planning Region:Outer Ring Fairfield County, Outside
Bridgeport Industrialized Area; Remaining categories
SMSA
source: computed from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and Housing:1970
Census Tracts, Final Report PHC (l)-30 Bridgeport, Ct. SMSA
third tract, 1102, has a band of expensive housing that is
connected to the other tracts by a cluster of high value
housing in tract 1103, where 37% of the working population
commutes to the Bridgeport area (see Map 5).
There are four types of social areas depicted on
Map 5. The various sectors are scattered throughout the Valley,
however they form distinct sectors. Derby and Seymour may have
clusters of the poorest social areas but they are spatially
separated. This implies that they are different sectors that
contain similar characteristics. The sociological characteristics
may be somewhat different for these two sectors; for instance
there will be different sets of neighborhood institutions. The
first social area is composed of the oldest neighborhoods in
the Valley. The lowest housing values are found in these sectors.
These social areas are found at the core of the industrialized
valley, with turn of the century architecture still in place. The
poorest families who live in the Valley occupy housing in these
sectors. The only other group of residents that one would expect
to find living in these areas, besides the economically
disenfranchised, are the socially disenfranchised. It was
pointed out that the housing market is arranged in spatial clusters.
The market allocates housing space by price and houses of similar
value are often located together. The least desirable housing
stock is left to the poorest groups. This group of sectors is
called the Old Valley.
Map 5
The Valley's Social Areas
Social Area
Old Valley
Traditional Valley
New Valley
Huntington
Vacant
Code
81
The second group of social areas house much of the
Valley's lower -middle class. Housing values range from $20,000
to 28,000. These sectors lie at the edges of the Old Valley.
The other area where these social clusters can be located is in
the developments that were erected in the 1950s. Many of the
residents of these areas are low skilled and semi-skilled
operatives and service workers. These areas house the workers
who are the Valley's backbone and comprise its largest export-
The sectors that have these characteristics are referred to
as the Traditional Valley.
The third social area is occupied by the middle
class. Families are often headed by skilled craftsmen, foremen,
manaqers and administrators. This group merges in its occupations
with the Traditional Valley. Housing values in these sectors
range from $24,000 to $32,000. These areas are referred to as the
New Valley. The workers in these households form the labor
market that keeps the Valley economically viable. The Traditional
Valley and the New Valley are the core social and economic groups
that make up the Valley. They work in the local plants, as well
as in plants throughout the Southern Connecticut region. The
last area is Huntington. It is oriented toward Bridgeport and it
differs from the other Valley sectors. This area appears to be a
suburb with needs and resources that are substantially different
from those of the rest of the Valley.
The three initial hypotheses that were presented have
been veified. The Valley is still heavily reliant on its own
industrial base for jobs and its economic health, but the local
employment picture is of declining importance to the town's
residents. The Valley is a blue collar domicile serving the entire
Southern Connecticut region. The residents of the Valley constitute
an export resource that is of some importance to the manufacturers
in the region in the form of their own labor. It has been shown that
the Valley's residents are not socially homogenous and that the
four towns are connected by a web of spatially differentiated social
areas. One of these sectors is a higher income subsection of Shelton,
Huntington, that has the characteristics of a suburb of any central
city in the industrialized Northeast.
A question lies behind the three hypotheses: what made the
Valley different from many of the turn-of-the-century factory towns
that are rapidly declining throughout New England? The economic
health of the Valley is directly attributable to the spread of
megolopolis. The direct cause has been the diffusion of industry
from Southern Connecticut's industrial cities, New Haven, Waterbury,
Danbury, Bridgeport and to a lesser extent the movement of
corporate headquarters and research and development activities from
the New York metropolitan area. There can be no doubt that the Valley
owes much to one piece of Federal legislation, the Federal Highway Act
of 1956. After this act was passed the State of Connecticut completed
1-95 (the Connecticut Turnpike), 1-84 (connecting Danbury to Waterbury
and a limited access highway connecting the two roads, Route 8 (which
runs through the heart of the Valley). The Valley has also benefited
from 1-91, a north to south road that connects Hartford to
New Haven, and two other highways. This highway system has
given Valley workers access to more jobs than they had before.
The highways also allowed large manufacturing plants to
settle outside of the central cities.These plants and the
and the highways that allowed the plants to be erected outside
of the central cities have employed the Valley's residents and
are key to the Valley's continued economic health.
VI. Begining A Planning Process
The paper analyzed the Valley's economic development
over time and the forces that appear to be directing its current
development. Local planners can use each of the Valley's .
functions in the regional economy of Southern Connecticut to
to initiate -a planning process that will enhance the economic and
social health of the region. Planners, local officials and the
public should realize that there is a limit to the impacts
that can be effected through the planning process. There is a grave
danger that a highly visible planning process that involves a
significant portion of the population will raise people's expectations
of the benefits that will be derived to an unrealistically high
level. This does not mean that the process is worthless, to the
contrary, planning to shape the direction that development takes is
highly beneficial; however, it does mean that there are other forces
at work that limit the scope of action that can be taken by public
officials.
Local economic development planners face three constraints,
these constraints limit the overall effectiveness of project planning
and local actions cannot influence the constraints. The overall
strength of the national economy has a profound effect on a local
economy, but the direction and strength of this impact depends on
the industrial structure. If the local economy is dominated by a
sector that is experiencing strong demand pressure the region will
do well, if the region is heavily dependent on fullfilling orders for
capital goods then the area will be si-rongly affected by swings in the
business cycle, etc. In all cases local regions cannot act to expand
the level of aggregate demand, all they can do is compete for a larger
share of the set amount of productive activity. Secondly, local
governments cannot act to offset large changes in market conditions
that exist, or may crop up, between regions. These changes can be
caused by a shift in the relative costs between major factor inputs,
a change in the geographic location of markets, or a radical shift in
tastes away from established industries. The third constraint that
is imposed is the layout and cost of the interregional transportation
system.
Once local planners understand how the constraints influence
the local economy they can plan to use their resources to best
advantage. They can try to preserve the status quo, but they will
often find themselves fighting powerful market forces. Or they can
anticipate the direction in which the market is moving and they can use
the dhange to their advantage by forming new economic activities.
Anticipating market forces gives local communities the opportunity
to develop activities that are consistent with the community's
preferred life style. It also gives communities the option of
selecting or soliciting activities instead of blindly approving any
land use that can recoup the purchase price of the land and conform
to a zoning code, within the limits that are imposed by the local
land market.
The thesis contains an outline of the role that the
Valley is playing in the emerging regional economy of Southern
Connecicut. It is possible to use this information to plan for
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future develipment and to improve upon the long term prospects
for the area's economic and social health. The purpose of this
section is t3 outline a positive Approach to development planning
that accounts for both the job creation and labor planning aspects
of economic development planning.
Central portions of the planning strategy will be mentioned
and potentially fruitful areas of investigation will be highlighted,
concrete proposals are downplayed as it is felt that they should
emerge from the process itself. As there is no. "handbook" available
on how to structure the process this treatment will be sketchy and it
will deal with three areas of inquiry: local job creation, a
commuter strategy and local service issues. Each of the areas are
related to the economic functions that were defined earlier in the
paper.
Job Creation
The analysis pointed out that local manufacturing
employment is very important to the Valley's economy, 44% of the
jobs in the Valley are directly related to manufacturing activities.
Manufacturing employment and those jobs that produce goods and
services that are shipped out of the local area, such as wholesale,
attract money to the Valley which is spent by the firm's employees,
who in turn support the local service sector. A program of local job
creation must set as its goals: (l)the improvement of the mix of jobs
in terms of skills, pay, and working conditions and (2) to retain
desirable industries to support the local property tax base. To do
this local officials must plan to retain desirable jobs and to
create employment opportunities in the local area. At the same time
the planners should be aware of the constraints that are imposed
by the national economy. They should also be aware of the fact that
workers are willing to commute to find better employment opportunities.
This means that the jobs that are retained or created must be at least
as attractive as those offered elsewhere.
The Valley town governments should aid in the development
of industrial areas, especially if they have a say in the type of
jobs that will result and if local workers will get a large number of
of the jobs. However, the amount of land that can be developed is
very limited and this strategy will not result in a large number of
jobs. The towns should assist in developing new uses for old
buildings. They should also realize that some sites are antiquated and
cannot be reused, or if reused they will provide only marginal
employment. These properties can be acquired and redeveloped by the
towns, private enterprise, or a semi-public agency. The benefits that
can be derived from these measures are desirable but cannot be very
large, so this should become the focus of a secondary development
strategy.
Employment Retention
An employment retention program can be devised to aid plants
that are experiencing financial problems. The retention program can
be staffed by regional officials who work for a citizen dominated
board. The board should not be involved in long term issues of the
economic destiny of the Valley, instead they can become an action
oriented group that is willing to aid existing operations.
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The retention program's staff could work with public
employees, state, municipal, and regional, and provide experts to
deal with enviornmental regulations, utility service, and other
technical problem areas. They could also lobby for needed public
improvements with state and local agencies. These services are
especially valuable for smaller enterprises.
If an existing enterprise is experiencing financial
difficulties, or it desires expansion capital, the program can devise
a wider range of services. It could possess the technical capacity to
arrange financing from private lending sources or use its potential
influence with the Connecticut Product Development Corporation,
Connecticut Development Credit Corporation, Connecticut Development
Commission, or a local investment fund.
The hardest problem that the program must address is
determining which firms should be aided. There will be constant
pressure for the program to aid all firms, regardless of the market
conditions they face or the type of jobs they offer to residents. To
screen out firms that do not offer sufficient economic or social
benefits the panel should ask four questions: i)Will a local
investment turn the plant around? ii) Does a market exist for the
plant's product? iii) Are the jobs worth retaining? Do the jobs pay
low wages and have no promotional possibilities? Is the work seasonal?
Is the work force stable? Does the plant add more to the tax base after
the costs of direct services to the plant, its employees, and the
indirect services to people who are unemployed but attracted to the
area have been taken into account? iv) Who holds the jobs, Valley
residents or commuters, and which jobs do they hold? If the panel feels
that the plant meets the necessary requirements it can arrange
financing and the panel can trade financing for better performance
in areas i-iv above.
The program should not be interested in investing in
marginal firms that need long term subsidies in order to survive.
The investment program is based on the assumption that small and
medium sized companies can contribute to the local economy and generate
monetary benefits as well as social benefits for the surrounding area.
These firms have trouble attracting capital during periods of
"tight money", especially if they are to introduce a new product
line, which greatly increases the investment risk. The financial
programs are an attempt to ease the firm's capital problems.
The program should avoid long term subsidy arrangements, as they
are likely to attract marginal firms or they will subsidize firms that
were going to locate in the area anyway. A semi-public investment
program should only be concerned with firms that have a good prospect
of being profitable and self-supporting in the future.
Employment Creation
The planning techniques that are used to expand the
employment base of communities are very primitive. When the market
directs employers to localities officials often play a passive role
and they generally limit and manage growth through the imposition of
land use controls. The employment "problem" only becomes acute in
areas that have stagnated, are declining, or are experiencing a
change in their economic function and there are short run disequilibri
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that must be addressed or there is the prospect of long term
unemployment. In this situation localities try to attract any
employer they can without regard to the type of job that will be
offered, the firm's prospects for success, or who will be employed
by the firm. Cities and states are offering substantial subsidies
to firms that have, at best, an uncertain ability to attract employers
to-the area who are not running marginal operations. The planning
technique that is used in this situation is nondirected solicitation,
sometimes combined with a subsidy program that does not have a
specified client.26
At a minimum employers who are moving into the region, and
are receiving public support, should meet investment criteria i-iv
as outlined above. This, by itself, is not totally satisfactory. The
locality is still passive , as it must wait for proposals. It
does not put forward investment packages that appear to be in the
community's best interest, much in the way city governments put
together investment packages as part of their urban renewal programs.
A. planning program could be formulated, using surveys,
that were suggested earlier in the paper as the basic data. The data
can be evaluated in such a way that the locality can sharpen its
search for job creating activities. The first step in the planning
process is to inventory existing businesses,taking note of the
products they produce (outputs),the materials they use in the
production process (inputs), and who produces the inputs and uses the
outputs. This inventory is useful in conjunction with a labor skill
survey and an inventory of the availability and condition of commercial
space and vacant land.
The input and output data can be arrayed in a matrix of
rows and columns with outputs running horizontally and inputs
vertically (see Figure 1).27 Each Valley firm will have its own row
and column, with additonal rows and columns for import and export
industries. The table will have four quadrants. The first will
show intra-Valley trade. The second shows Valley exports and it
indicates the industries that are using the goods. The third
quadrant shows the industries from which the Valley imports goods.
If one were to read the column that belongs to a particular Valley
firm one would see the firm's production function. The fourth
quadrant in this qualitative input-output table would be blank.
Normally input-output tables act as a double entry
accounting table with the data depicted in dollar amounts. This type
of survey is very expensive and not relevant for small area planning.
Instead one can conduct a qualitative investigation using a combination
of primary and secondary sources and denote the existance of links on
the table. A mark can be made if an input that is used in a firm's
production process is produced in the Valley and another made if it
is actually used in the production process.
For example/ if canvass is needed for shoe making
material could be produced locally, but not necessarily sold to the
shoe maker, this would merit the first mark. If the canvass were
sold to the shoe maker the second mark would be made. In any case
the cotten that is used by the canvass maker would be imported and the
second mark made in the cotten import row. If the canvass were
exported for use in the sail industry instead this would appear
in one of the export columns.2 8
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The inventory effort can be relegated to manufacturing and
wholesale firms and those service industries that sell services to
non-local users, such as the hospital.
The purpose of this exercise is to identify areas in which
a profitable investment can be made. Economists have long made use of
these inter-industry "links" in developing nations and it appears
that the technique can be used domestically as well. If a local
firm, or a number of firms, imports large amounts of a certain
input it is possible to establish production locally. The existing
firms can act as a guaranteed market for most of the new firm's
output, this exploits a backward industrial link. If it appears that
a Valley firm is exporting a large volume of goods to a specific
industry it is possible for the forward link to be exploited and
production be established locally.
The input-output analysis only limits the areas in which
job creation may take place and it leads to a higher probability of
the venture's success by guaranteeing a market for the goods. But
this criteria alone is not necessary or sufficient grounds for
approving the investment. One must examine the potential market
that exists for the product line and perform a financial analysis
of the venture. The analysis should also include the questions that
were outlined in i-iv in the section above. 29
This process gives the locality, or its agent, the
ability to take stock of its resources and goals and solicite a
developer. The local planners are perfecting the flow of information
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within the private sector and they are insuring that they will
be able to find the "highest and best use" for their resources.
They will also have the ability to work with the developer to get
the most desirable use for the property.
Commuting Strategy
The Valley is part of a larger economic region,Southern
Connecticut, and it is heavily dependent on the region for
employment opportunities. The Valley towns cannot provide a
sufficient number of jobs to employ its residents and it has not
been able to provide those jobs in the past. The prospect is that
this dependency will continue and strengthen as southwestern
Connecticut becomes a center for spin-off activities from the New
York metropolitan area.
The continued external demand for the Valley's labor
power is compounded by the fact that there is no room for the
location of a significant number of firms and the older plants are not
well suited for modern manufacturing processes. While the local
officials should try to retain desirable local employment opportunities
develop new ones if possible, and find uses for the older buildings
they should also realize that this strategy is limited. Major
industrial employers will have a difficult time justifying a move
to the factories that lie along the Naugatuck.
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The Valley has a specialized housing function in
Southwesteren Connecticut. It houses workers who are employed
in manufacturing and service :industries throughout the larger
region. There are also some white collar workers who commute and
they reside in Huntington and other parts of the Valley. In
1970 almost 47% of the Valley residents who held jobs commuted and
in 1960 42% were commuters. These people are a major industry and they
bring in money that supports local buinesses. The number of jobs that
are involved is only part of the picture. Workers are concerned
with the type of job that they hold. The plants that attract
these workers provide jobs that pay a good wage, are stable, and
are often part of a career ladder. The goal of a commuter based
employment strategy is to find employment for as many residents
as possible.
There are two costs of pursuing a commuter strategy, the
monetary and psychic costs of commuting to work and the cost of
acquiring and verifying the information about jobs in distant
communities. There is a testable tradeoff that exists between the
expected rewards of working at a distant location. Each worker
calculates the expected extra income he will earn at the distant
plant, when compared to his expected wage in the Valley plus the
cost of commuting. VRPA officials and other observers believe that
if the Valley becomes heavily dependent on outside jobs the informa-
tion costs will be so great that substantial unemployment will
result. They then conclude that a commuting strategy should be
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be abandoned instead of forming mechanisms that can minimize the
costs, currently the costs are borne privately. Most information
travels privately, by word of mouth among friends or the plant will
not advertise and wait for people to come through the door, the
public employment service is often ignored. Researchers have also
shown that entry level positions are the most important ones to
capture in major firms, both industrial and service. 30
These two views of the world should be examined as part
of the planning process. Researchers should determine if information
lags exist and if they do exist remedies should be proposed to overcome
them. It should also be determined if major manufacturers in the area
only hire at certain rungs in the job ladder.
If these relationships are held to be true the job
information system can be improved by pooling the knowledge of
residents who already work in the plants. A local group can use
private contacts to obtain other listings. This group can help the
Valley's reputation by monitoring the performance of its referrals and
attempt to guarantee good quality workers. The work of Peter
Doeringer, Robert Hall, and Michael Piore demonstrates the importance
of Valley residents being involved in staffing new establishments,
this is where informal job information networks grow. If these plants
avoid the State's Employment Security Division local legislators can
insist that federal law be complied with and that plants that hold
federal contracts list all of their vacancies with the Division. The
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legislators can also submit parallel legislation at the State level.
They should also insist that the Valley office receive listings from
surrounding .abor markets.
Other Issues
The thesis has pointed out other problem areas that will
face the Valley in the near future, both involve the housing market.
The Valley is attractive to working and middle class families. It
must retain this population if they are to prosper in the future. One
of the main attractions of the Valley is the package of taxes, services
and amenities that the towns offer to residents. The towns compete with
other areas for these and other residents and they have been
successful due to their ability to specialize. Public officials must
act to keep the direct cost of services low. In doing this they should
combine their purchasing power and make capital investments in such a
way as to maximize any economy of scale that may be available.
Services should be geared to meet the expectations of the working and
middle class. The costs of schools, police, fire and other services
must be kept within reason.
The analysis makes it very clear that housing demand will be
strong, after the mortgage market regains its vitality, in Shelton,
western Seymour and Oxford. There is an excellent chance that much of
the renewed demand will be expressed in the form of apartment
houses, condominiums, or other forms of high density developments. The
towns should use this period of tranquility to plan for the renewed
activity. The towns should try to "package" developments and they
should sequence development so as not to strain their capital budgets
and existing facilities.
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Statistical Appendix
Table A-1
Age Of The Valley's Housing Stock: Percent Distribution
Year Built Ansonia Derby Seymour Shelton Valley
1969-March,1970 4.1 1.1 7.0 3.8 4.0
1965-1968 4.4 3.9 8.4 12.0 7.6
1960-1964 10.8 6.1 10.0 17.8 12.2
1950-1959 16.1 20.0 26.3 22.9 21.0
1940-19:9 5.6 8.4 8.6 7.5 7.4
before 1940 58.7 60.5 40.0 35.9 47.8
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
source:U.S. Bureau of the Census;Census Of Population;Vol 1, Characteristics Of The
Population,1950,1960,1970, Part 8, Connecticut. Table"Social Characteristics for
Towns and Places of 10,000 to 50,000".
Table A-2
Housing Statistics By Census Tract
Population
4,484
5,321
4,778
6,577
5,595
7,004
6,294
6,482
2,811
7,477
5,032
3,824
4,685
3,336
Number of
Owner Occupied
Units
603
978
729
1,452
1,146
983
1,397
1,456
324
1,613
1,186
933
1,111
689
Mean Value Number of
of Owner Rental
Occupied Units Units
21,700
22,600
21,400
25,900
25,000
23,000
22,800
24,700
26,000
26,500
29,300
33,900
35,900
27,700
930
873
927
282
480
1,313
507
502
634
433
433
43
53
275
Mean
Rent
87
71
72
80
75
74
96
85
70
85
91
137
139
90
Number of
Single
Unit Bldgs
401
698
460
1,380
1,054
723
1,365
1,547
186
1,628
969
960
1,178
742
source: U.S. Bureau of the Census;Census of Housing, 1970; Block Statistics
Table;"Characteristics of Housing Units and Population By Blocks;1970".
Town
Ansonia
Derby
Seymour
Shelton
Tract
9501
9502
9503
9504
9505
9506
9507
9508
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
Table A-4
Employment, By Industry, Of Valley Residents
1960 and 1970
(in thousands)
Industry 1970 1960
Total 30.6 23.0
Agricultural 0.2 0.2
Nonagricultural 28.1 20.9
Wage and Salary 24.9 19.2
Manufacturing 15.3 12.8
Nonmanufacturing 9.6 6.4
Construction 1.7 1.1
Transportation &
Public Utilities 0.8 0.6
Wholesale & Retail
Trades 3.8 2.8
Finance,Insurance,
& Real Estate 0.7 0.5
Service & Misc. 0.6 0.3
Government 2.0 1.1
All Other 3.2 1.7
Unaccounted 2.3 1.9
source: U.S. Bureau of the.Census;Census of Population;Vol l,Characteristics of the
Population; Part 8, Connecticut, 1970, 1960.
Table A-3
Distribution of Employment In Valley Establishments
By Major Industrial Divisions: 1960, 1970, 1972
(Percent)
Industry 1960 1970 1972
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
Agricultural. 2.0 1.3 0.9
Nonagricultural 98.0 98.3 99.1
Wage & Salary 85.3 88.3 92.0
Manufacturing 51.5 47.5 43.8
Nonmanufacturing 33.8 40.8 48.2
Construction 4.5 3.6 4.5
Transportation & 2.5 2.2 2.2
Public Utilities
Wholesale & Retail 11.6 13.9 15.6
Trade
Finance, Insurance, 1.5 1.8 2.2
& Real Estate
Service & Misc. 7.0 10.8 12.5
Government 6.6 8.5 11.2
All Other 12.6 10.3 7.1
source: Table 9.
Table A-5
Percentage Distribution Of Employment,By
Industry, for Valley Residents: 1960, 1970
Industry 1970 1960
Total 100.0 100.0
Agricultural 0.7 0.9
Nonagricultural 91.8 90.9
Wage & Salary 81.4 83.5
Manufacturing 50.4 55.7
Nonmanufacturing 31.4 27.8
Construction 5.6 4.8
Transportation &
Public Utilities 2.6 2.6
Wholesale & Retail
Trade 12.4 12.2
Finance,Insurance,&
Real Estate 2.3 2.2
Service & Misc. 2.0 1.3
Government 6.5 4.8
All Other 10.5 7.4
Unaccounted 7.5 8.3
source: Table A-4.
Footnotes
1)The four towns are members of the Valley Regional Planning Agency
2)As of 1972 Shelton and Derby were part of the Bridgeport SMSA, before
that year Shelton was part of the Bridgeport SMSA and Derby, Ansonia,
and Seymour were not affiliated with a SMSA,
3)It is said by some Valley residents that the American brass industry
began in the Valley. The Valley had been nationally known for its
clocks, brass furnishings, such as beds, and tool work.
see: Federal Writer's Project of the Works Progress Administration
for the State of Connecticut. Connecticut (Boston:Houghton
Mifflin Company,1938).pp.471-480.
4)0'Mara, Kevin.Economic Study and Development Issues,Valley Region
(Ansonia, Ct.:Valley Regional Planning Agency,April,1975). p.ii.
5)Each of the four stages of economic and social growth can be viewed
through an examination of the Valley's architecture. Each phase of
development is marked by the physical structures that it has left behind.
Footnotes will be used to bring across the tie that exists between the
Valley's architecture and economic change.
6)Federal Writers Project. op. cit. It should not be forgotten that one
of the major commodities that was imported to Derby was slaves, the
town was the center of the State's slave trade until the early 1800s.
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7)If the reader is interested in a history of the Valley he or she should
contact one of the Valley's public libaries for a work that specificly
addresses that topic. This section of the paper is not intended to
be a complete history of the area. It is a vehicle for presenting
an important series of events that have influenced the current stage of
the Valley's economic development.
8)The architectural heritage of the first stage of development is the
hardest to find in the Valley. The Green in Derby is a reminder of the
center of a New England farming community, as is the Humphereys house.
Some of the houses of the old Yankee gentry surive in all four of the
towns. One can still find a few diary farms in each of the towns. The
strongest architectural image that remains in the Valley is that of the
industrial development that took place at the turn of the century. The
main streets retain the design and locational logic of development
during this period in history. The main streets lie along the river
banks with plants along both ends of the street. The factories are
located at the ends of Main Street in Ansonia, Derby, and Seymour, in
Shelton the plants are located below main street due to the town's
steeper topography. The architecture of the downtowns is uniform. The
plants are sprawling single story buildings that lie behind fences. The
ground floors of the brick buildings that line Main Street are commercial
store fronts (some are abandonded today) and the upper floors are
apartments. The flood plain was built up with apartment buildings and
the Valley walls were used for the housing of the middle and upper classes.
The buildings that line Main Street house marginal stores, bars, and a
few professional services that reflect the,once central, role that Main
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Street played in the Valley's life until the mid-1950s.
th9)The architectural effect that the push of 19 Century industrialization
had in the VallE.y can be seen in several different ways, besides those
specified above. The Valley's wealthy began to occupy specific streets,
such as Fairview Terrace in Derby. The homes of the Yankees, who
controlled much of the Valley's wealth, were elegant by the standards of
the rest of the Valley. The factory workers lived in two and three
family dwellings or, for the poorest, multi-family tenements, or
"blocks". These dwellings were built with the factories as their focus,
always in the Naugatuck River valley. It is interesting that some families
built summer homes in the Housatonic valley, just a few miles away.
During the 1920s the wealthy began to move to Orange and Woodbridge,
wealthy suburbs of New Haven. This trend was reinforced during the 1950s
and 1960s. Some of the professional who are working in the Valley have
begun to move to more rural towns to the northwest, such as Oxford and
Southbury.
The fourth period of development has left three distinct
architectural images on the Valley. The first to develop was a large
expansion of middle class housing during the middle 1950s. Many of these
"tract" developments spread throughout the Valley. Many people
began to move to the edges of the towns in the 1950s and they were working
outside of the Valley to an increasing extent. This meant that
traveling to the Main Streets to shop was increasingly inconvienant.
At this time Route 8 was completed making undeveloped land between the
towns more accessible to consumers. The Valley's residents reacted
to these forces in the same manner as other Americans, they began to
drive. Main
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Street was not designed for the automobile and the lack of parking
facilities discouraged shopping in the towns. The lack of room meant
that the large supermarkets could not locate on Main Street . These
forces caused the development of the Pershing Drive strip and the Valley's
first shopping center. The auto, highway, and the new commercial
"Main Street" are the second set of architectural developments that mark
the fourth stage of the Valley's economic development.
The third architectural change is a direct result of the first
two changes mentioned above. Urban Renewal came to the Valley as an
attempt to revitalize Main Street Ansonia, and later Derby. Ansonia
began to tear down three deckers and blocks in the North End and South
Main Street. The town then built a large indoor mall in the south end. This
effectively guarenteed the demise of the older shopping area but it kept
the precious tax rateables in the city. A second generation of shopping
centers grew up throughout the Valley to meet the demand for service
that came from an increasingly mobile public. In Derby there has been
a large amount of growth along Route 34. Huntington is serviced by small
shopping centers and the Trumbull Mall and a small shopping center has
grown on the edge of Seymour's downtown as well.
10)In earlier footnotes the Valley's architecture has been discussed. The
various architectural forms are not intermingled in a random fashion.
There is a spatial continuity in the patterns that have developed over
time.
ll)Jack Miller, the Administrative Assistant to Seymour's First Selectman,
indicated that the town of Seymour has grown by 175% from 1950 to 1975.
This shows that despite poor housing market conditions during the past
five years the town's growth has accelerated. During this same time
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period there has not been appreciable industrail expansion in the town.
12)It is well known that expansion can take place in two dimensions,
vertical - building denser units, or hcrizontal - with the area of
development expanding . The direction which development takes depends
on the marginal cost of building versus the marginal cost of land and
added travel, as well as how the consumer values the packages of
housing quality. The question becomes increasingly murky if the pattern
of economic interaction is not focused on a single center, then multiple
travel patterns must be considered. In the Valley the cost of expanding
horizontally was much lower then that of expansion at the center. There
was a large supply of vacant land available that was accessible to the
work places of the residents and the necessary service facilities.
There were no added costs of demolition, which would be true if land
in the town centers was used. In this way new activities located
outside of the downtowns allowing the older activities to remain.
13)Median family income was selected because it gives a more accurate
picture of the typical family then does the mean, which is affected by
the extremes in the income distribution. It would be desirable to list the
median incomes for each census tract but this data only existed for
Shelton in 1970.
14)Birch,David.et.al.America's Housing Needs:1970 To 1980.(Cambridge,Mass.:
MIT-Harvard Joint Center For Urban Studies, December,1973).pp.3-l,3-3.
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15)Jerome Rothenberg suggested the different roles that housing plays and its
effect on land use patterns. The interaction between the social and
economic functions of the housing market is developed more fully in:
Rothenberg, Jerome. "Urban Housing Markets and Housing Policy" ir
Bernstein and Goodman,eds., Selected Readings in Urban Policy Analysis.
(forthcoming).
Veblen, Thorstein. "Conspicuous Consumption".The Theory Of The Leisure
Class(New York:Modern Library,1934).
Suttles, Gerald. "Contemporary Urban Communities". The Social Construction
Of Communities(Chicago: The University Of Chicago Press, 1972).
Gans, Herbert."The Potential Enviornment and The Effective Enviornment".
People and Plans.( New York:Basic Books,1968).
16)Suttles,Gerald.The Social Order Of The Slum(Chicago:The University of
Chicago Press,1968)Suttles mentions how a community will retain a
cohesive image even after the nature of the community has changed.
The territorial definition of the community will usually remain
unchanged, even if the land use or the social status of the area has
changed over time.
17)The Suburban News is the only community organ that carries a specific
connotation that a portion of the Valley is a suburb or resembles a sub-
urb. It is an indication that Huntington's residents consider themselve5
as being different from the residents of the res of the Valley.
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18)Data for employment in Valley establishments are available only from
1958 to 1972. The Census of Manufacturers is not useful on a disaggreated
basis due to disclosure problems. The 1972 Census of Manufacturers does not
contain information on the city of Ansonia.
19)For an excellent review of the use of the location quotient in small
region analysis see:
Tiebout, Charles M.The Community Economic Base Study.Supplementary
Paper No.16 (New York:Committee for Economic Development, 1962).
20)Azhypothetical example may be helpful in understanding how location
quotients are used in the paper. In 1940 a locality has 100 workers in
its labor force, one of whom is a gardener. Nationally there are 1,000,00c,
people in the labor force and 20,000 gardeners. The Location Quotient
(LO) for gardening in the locality is:
LQ 19 4 0 = (1/100)/(20,000/l,000,000) = 0.5
In 1960 gardeners are in greater demand, or so it appears. Nationally
and locally the size of the labor force remains constant but the
demand for gardeners has jumped to 30,000 nationally and another gardener
is added, half time only though, to the work force of the locality.
LQ 19 6 0 = (1.5/100)/(30,000/l,000,000) = 0.5
This demonstrates how the LQ controlls for national shifts in demand.
21)O'Mara.op.cit.,p.2 and p.A-12.
22)ibid.,p.49.
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23)Suttles,Gerald D. "The Contrived Community".The Social Construction
Of Communities
Suttles,"The Ecological Base Of Ordered Segmentation".The Social Order
Of The Slum
24)The commuting statistics are not completely accurate. The destinations
were not listed in the census as Bridgeport or the Valley. The
subcomponents of Fairfield County and the Bridgeport area were listed.
A proxy measure was defined. As Shelton is at the outer edge of Fairfield
County the data could be grouped to form a fairly accurate measure. For
the exact areas used see the definitions given at the bottom of
Tables 22 and 23.
25)Many but not all of the recommendations can also be found in O'Mara,
op.cit.
26)Jackson,John E. et.al."Urban and Regional Development:A Critical Review
of the Literature".Prepared for the Economic Development Administration.
Cambridge,Mass.:Joint Center tor Urban Studies, June 1976.
27)see Miernyk,The Elements of Input-Output Analysis, for an introduction
to input-output analysis and a detailed description of the accounting
uses of this technique.
28)The data for this table may be gathered in several ways. One can survey
all non-retail firms in the area and gather the data directly. Dun and
Bradstreet'.s computerized Dun's Market Identifiers are an accurate and
reasonably priced information source that will list most of the production
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in the Valley. The production data can be combined with standard
production functions that are given in the publications of the
Standard Industrial Code, this will allow planners to estimate
input needs. Some economic surveys have been conducted using the
"Yellow Pages" of the telephone directory and local industrial
listings. Whenever secondary data are used they should be "spot
checked" with primary information.
29)see Vietorisz and Harrison for an example of local development planning
that utilizes inter-industry linkages.
There have been examples of urban renewal projects generating
industrial opportunities. In Philadelphia a union and city group
packaged an investment opportunity where it found tenants, financing,
and land for a "garment center" tor the needle trades. They then
found a developer to pick up this "package".
30)see Doeringer and Piore and Hall for descriptions of the internal
labor market and the flow of job information.
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